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page twelve
With a 52-6 loss to the University of Memphis Tigers. the
Racers dropped their second
consecutive season opener.

page eight
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery hosts

a collection created by inmates in
Kentucky's penitentiaries. The
show runs through Sept. 29:

www.thenews.org
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WORK·IN PROGRESS
An update on Murray State University's continual face lift

li
I
I

by Loree Star k
editor in chief

When students pack up and go
home for summer break, the work
is just beginning for the employees
at Facilities Management.
Under the instruction of Dewey
Yeatts. chief facilities officer and
associate vice president of Facilities Management, s~veral projects

were started or completed in the
summer months. Among other
things, work began on the Science
Complex, a gate was constructed
on the corner of 15th and Olive
streets and construction began on
several parking lOlli.
Several houses have been torn
down for more student parking.
The hou:ses. located on Ryan,
Hamilton and Olive, were pur~

chased with money out of the fund
for the Science Complex.
Student Government Association
President • Jace Rabe said he
believes students will be pleased
with the end result.
"I think students arc gt>ing to be
inconvenienced for u few weeks,
but then parking will be the same
as it was before, if not better,"
Rabe said. ''I want students to real-

University enrollment

reaches 9,538 students
by Adam L. Math is

increase in student enrollment
has caused some problems in
housing arrangements. While the
Marci Owen
lll!W.S ~ditor
pussihility of placing students
with residcnrial ndvisers was discus~ed, Wilson ~aid it has not
With an emphasis plnced on been necessary.
recruitment and retention strate"We're still tinuli7.ing our numgies. University officials' efforts bers, because we still have walkto attract more students continue ons, and we have some people
to pay off.
that are leaving," Wilson said.
Univer:-.ity Presid('nt King
Wilson said as of Tuesday,
Alexander said as of \Vcdnesday, 2, 770 of 2,954 residential-college
enrollment stood at 9,538, a 2- living spaces were occup1ed.
percent increase from Sept. I0 of With the increased number of
last year. making this the sev- students living on campus. Wilenth-consecutive year Murray son said providing requested
State has achieved record enroll- accommodation~ has become
ment.
more difficult.
Alexander said he was unsure
"When we arc full. it limits our
of what the oflicial total would ability to do room change~ and to
be.
grant move!. for people," Wilson
"We may hit 10,000, or we may· said. "But we try to do it the best
not," Alexander said.
we can: ·
While enrollment at Murray
These limitations also have
State is on the rise, housing reduced the number of Racer
accommodations are becoming Gold plans, exemptions uppcrincreasingly scarce.
..
clas»men are able to apply for in
David Wil..,on, interim director order to receive a single-occupnnt
of Housing, ·said this continual m~oidcntial-college room, Wilson
staff writer anu

said. However, efforts arc being
made to consolidate Mudcnts and
grant all possible requ<Jsts.
Jim Vaughan, a~tsi,tant vice
president of Enrollment Manage~
ment. said the enrollment numbers are still difficult to predict
and tinal numbers do not have to
be tumcd into the Council for
Postsecondary Education until
Nov. I.
"A lot of numbers are contingent on students settling linal
bills:· Vaughan said. "But some
:~tudents' linancial aid might be
in question, or they might be
finalizing their payment plnn. As
long there ts an open bill, they are
not counted as an enrolled Mudcnt."
Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs, attributed the
continual rise in enrollment to
increased visibility. aggressive
and expanded recruitment. strong
international recruitment, graduate enrollrncnt, off-campus and
Internet classes and retention

see ENROLLMENT I 15

izc what it is for, and that we're not
just taking spots away to take spots
away."
Yeatts said after the parking construction is done, there will be a net
gain of 91 parking spots on campus. to be zoned in blue and red.
The gate at the corner of 15th
and Olive streets was built with
funds from a private donor. Rabc
said he feels the gate is an asset

because it is something else that
distinguishes the University from
other colleges.
''Obviously. there are people
who like it and people who don't
like it," Rube said. ''The first weekend that students were here, I saw a
lot of the parents taking pictures in
front 0f the gates. I think generally
the student reaction is positive
toward it."

A~>ide from the extensive parking
and building construction, Yeaus
said other internal projects were
completed, including an electrical
upgrade for the infrastructure system and a project on the cooling
towers at the central plant.
"We had a $399,000 project to
replace our cooling towers at the
central plant," Yeatts said. "That
was really nice."

A TQ, AXA on restriction
by Taylor Marie Ewin g

Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said he
and other administrators arc
A light hetwecn members of working with both Alpha Tau
Alpha Tau Omega and Lambda Omega and Lambda Chi Alpha
Chi Alpha fraternities early in order to seltle the b.sue.
"We have made :it very clear
Aug . 30 resulled in both organizations being placed under that this behavior is unacceptrestriction indefinitely.
able and can't continue,"
According to the Murray Robertson said. ''We're viewing
Police Department, Cap. Jimmy this very seriously, and we've
Potts came upon the fight while put the responsibility (on the
Jriving down Main Street fraternities) to come up with a
plan to end this behavior."
around 3 a .m .
In his report, Potts said he
Interfraternity Council Advispoke with Brandon Quinlan, sor Jim Baurer said both Alpha
junior from Louisville, who had Tau Omega President Jamie
a bloody no~e and a cut under Burkeen and Lambda Chi Alpha
his right eye. He said Quinlan President Jon King were reccp·
tivc lo working out the issue.
did not know who hit him.
"We huve met with the presiPotts also said he spoke with
Ryan Gcib, junior from Murray, dents of both chapters and have
who said an Alpha Tau Omega dis~ussed some steps with them
member hit Quinlan in the head that we would like them to
with a brick . Potts said Geib take," Baurer said.
also Mated that other Alpha Tau
Robertson said the involveJ
Omega members then begun to fraternities will have to come up
strike Quinlan, leading several with a plan that includes a timeother individuals to join the line and specific steps to permafight.
nently resolve the conflict.
Potts then transported Quin"Until we see a plan on how
lan to the Murray-Calloway this behavior will be pm to an
end, until we approve il and are
County Hospital.
According to the MPD. no sati~;ficd wi"th it, (Alpha Tau
arrests for the incident and the Omega and Lambda Chi Alpha)
case is still open for investiga- will be placed on restriction and
tion.
will not be fully operating chapassistant news editor

ters," Robertson said.
Alpha Tau Omega President
Jamie Burkeen said the fight
was an isoluted event between
specific individuals. He said
both fraternities are working
together to remedy the situation.
"We're working together to
see that this doesn't happen
anymore," Burkeen said. "Both
sides want to ensure that this
behavior stops."
IFC President Jon Wright said
the issue was being resolved
and refused any additional comment.
Lambda Chi Alpha president
Jon King could not be reached
for comment.
Robertson said he does not
know the legal consequences of
the incident or whether Quinlan
will choose to file a lawsuit in
court.
"The. individuuls involved
certainly can (file lawsuits);
that's just a consequence of this
kind behavior." Robertson said .
"But I don't know if the specific individuals involved will
choose to do that."

Editor in chief Lvru Stark did
additional reportinR for this
.\·tory.

news editor: \l:u,·i 0\"\t..'n

2

assistant lll.'WS editor. Tayk>r M.ml.' Ewing

p hone:

762-'14~
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ecution Aug. 29.
On March I , Knight took Murray Police
Department dispatcher Angela Walker from
the MPD to her home. Walker was brought
to the MPD after being apprehended during
a chase on 12th Street.
Knight was accused of ordering that
Walker not be arrested until morning.

Students, faculty to travel to Kenya,
London, Australia during break
As part of Murray State's Cooperative
Center for Study Abrnnd, several students
and faculty members will take a two-week
trip to Australia, Kenya or London from
Dec. 26 to Jan. 7, 8 or 9, 2003.
Participants in the Kenya and London
programs will have the opportunity to
enroll in a literature class with Michael
Morgan and Staci Stone respectively. Courses in other disciplines also will be available.
The application deadline for Kenya is
Sept. 18 and Oct. 4 for London and Aus·
tralia.
For more information and application
material,
contact
Celia
Wall
at
cclia.wall@murraystate.edu or Ron Cella at
ron.cella@murraystate.edu.

Student Government Association
Judicial Board gets new adviser

Margaret Harper/The Nl•ws

Cheyenne Chapman. j unior from Paris. Tenn., p uts the finis hing touches on a
piece of pottery she made on the wheel during her ceramics class Wednesday.

Waterfield UbratY book sale offers
gently used books, CDs, videos
Waterfield Library will hold its first library
book sale from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. todny nnd Sat·
urday.
Donations of gently used books, compact
discs and videos nre encourag(>d and can be
dropped off at the Waterfield Library reference
desk.
All proceeds will go to purchase library
mnterials.

MSU history depaabnent sponsors
dinner to raise scholarship money
The department of hbtory is sponsoring
a dinner to raise money for a scholarship
honoring Jim Hammack, a two-term
regent and department chair, at 6 p.m.
Sept. 20 in the Curris Ct!nter ballroom.

Kentucky Encyclopedia nnd Encydope·
dia of Louisville editor Jolm Kleber will
present "Kentucky History: Usc and Mis·
use."
The dinner will cost $35 per person, $22
of which is tax dPductible.
Anyone interested in attending the dinner should send a check to the department
of history in Faculty Hall suite 68 by Sept.
13.

Suspended Murray Police Chief
resumes position following ruling
Suspended Murray Police Chief John
Knight was reinstated to his position Tuesday after being suspended with pay since
March.
Knight was found not guilty of misdeme1mor charges of first-degree official misconduct and second -degree hindering pros-

Political science department chair Farouk
Umar will act as the new ~acuity adviser for
the Student Government Association's Judicial Board .
The Judicial Board meets at 4 p.m. on
Thursdays to conduct hearings for parking
ticket appeals. Appellants who indicate
interest in attending a hearing will be noti·
fiL>d of the exact time and location.

Wickliffe Research Center hosts
Native American technology Day
In conjunction with Wickliffe's Harvest
Festival, Wickliffe Mounds Research Center will host a day of Native American
technology demonstrations for visitors
Saturday.
Native American technology experts
Jerry and Susan Wilson will be demonstrating cordage production, extracting
natural dyes from p lants and finge r
weaving.
Wickliffe Research Center is open daily
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m ..
For more information, phone 33S-'36St
or e-mail wmounds@brtc.net.
I H

Campus Briej1y is compiled by Taylor Marie
Ewing, assi~ta11t 1tews l'ditor.

•police l)eat
Thursday, Aug.- 29
1:34 a.m. There was a report of
possibly intoxicated subjects
near Franklin College. The subjects were gone upon officer
arrival.
9:27 a.m . A non-injury accident
was reported in front of Alexander Hall.
2:30 p.m. There was a report of
vandalism to a vehicle behind
Franklin College.
8:08 p .m . Skateboarders were
reported jumping on a loading
dock at the IT Building. An officer advised the subjects to leave
the area.
8:14 p.m. The wheels and seat
were stolen from a bicyqle at the
Roy Stewart Stadium.
11 p .m . A resident adviser at
Hart College requested officer
assistance for a possible alcohol
violation.

Friday, Aug. 30
12:36 a.m. There was an alcohol violation in the Sorority Suites parking
lot.
12:50 a.m. There was an intoxicated
subject reported in Regents College.
1:15 a.m. There was an alcohol violation in the White College parking
lot. The individual pu!Jed out
hLc;/her drink.
1:53 a.m. There was a fight at the
Lambda Chi house. A report was
taken.
9:23 a.m. Two dogs were reported
running loose near Sparks Hall.
9:29 a.m. A caller reportt..>d a car hit
a pedestrian on 16th Street.
10:05 a.m. A caller reported a male
.subject exposing himself in Regents
College.
4:36 p .m. A subject reported a
smoking flower pot at the trash
receptacle outside the Business
Building. An officer found smoldering cigarette butts and put them
out.
4:45 p.m. A caller reported someone
stf>pped on and threw a soda at a

l~~~~e.

saturday,
J

~ug.

31

I

12:39 a.m. Several calls were
received from a student in an elevator in Regents College.

1:01 a.m. Several subjects flagged
down an officer near Pogue
Library.
1:07 a.m. Suspicious activity was
reported in the mall area. A report
was taken.
·
9:46 a.m. The Housing Office
requested an officer speak with
jehovah's Witnesses going door-todoor at College Courts.
9:53 p .m. A caller reported an owl
in his/her yard that appeared to be

hurt

Sunday, Sept. 1
12:30 p.m. A caller reported several subjects making noise in the
Sorority Suites parking lot.

Monday, Sept. 2
10:44 p.m. Tht>re was an alcohol violation at College Courts.
11:09 p.m. A student checking on hl'r
horse at the Equine Center reported a
subject standing in the woods by the
pasture. There was no contact with
the subject.

Tuesday, Sept. 3
2:02 p.m: There was a hit-and-run in
the Regents College parking lot. A
report was taken.
4:40 p.m. A caller reported smoke
coming from an air-conditioning unit
in Franklin College.
9:33 p.m. The residence director at
Regents College reported the building's trash chute was backed up to
the third floor.

Wednesday, Sept. 4
12:23 a.m. An officer found an indi·
vidual passed out in a car in the
Richmond College.
1:07 a.m. There wa!:i an alcohol vio
lation in Hester College parking
lot.
1:26 a.m . There was a power outage across campus.
1:44 a.m. The residence director at
Clark College reportt.'<i a strong
smell in the building. A report was
taken.
Police Escorts-12
Motorist Assists-5

Poliet• Bt•at is compiled by Taylor
Marie Ewing, assistant ni'1V$ editor.

Mechanic Mattie
We know your news is important.

And withoqt you, we're pretty much
stranded without a spare. We're here
because we know just how much is
riding on your News.

• Who: First Baptist Church
• What: The NET is a praise and worship
celebration designed for the university student
and their needs.
• When: Each Sunday (when Murray State is in
Session) at 8 p.m.
• Why: Connects students with God, other MSU
students and our church family! Offers Bible study
and teaching each week.

A van will be a t Hart Hall a t 7:45 p.m. every
Sunday for evening worship.
Refreshments will be served each Sunday
203 S. 4th St.
753-1854

•

j
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Murray family enters 'Junkyard
Wars' contest on television show

Missouri man pleads
guilty to impersonation

LYNN GROVE (AP) - The scene was like
something out of ''The A-Team."
Given only scrap parts, Myles Todd and
his two son.c; had just a few hours to craft a
motorized paddlewheel boat.
But the Todd's ...,·eren't guests on the
1980s action seriL>s. They were instead racing against the clock on TLC's "Junkyard
Wars," where contestants use their wits
and ingenuity to create working machines
out of, well, junk.
Todd, 57, and his 27-year-old twin sons,
Jay and Clint, of Lynn Grove~ will be featured on the show on Wednesday at 8 p.m.
CPT. The episode was taped in May.
Myles Todd, who builds car-haulers for
the trucking industry, said the work
involved in the taping of the show was
gn•eling.
"They d on 't give you any help. If things
go your way, you win," h~ said.
The show pits two four-person teams
against each other, and each has 10 hours
to complete a project- be it a mud racer, a
submarine or a railroad car.
They built their boat using an engine
from a Suzuki Samurat, some 55-gallon
drums, metal bleachers and a pair of large
spoolc;, Todd said. Both teams were given
an expert to help them.
"We searched all day for a driveshaft,
and we couldn't come up with one," Todd
said. "Finally, Clint came in with a 10-foot
long pit.'Ce of galvanized water pipe. We
didn't know if it would be strong enough.
There was some concern that when it got
up to 2,000 or 3,000 rpms, it might fly off
the engine and kill us ... But it worked."

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) An Independence man plead·
ed guilty Tuesday to unauthorized wearing of the congressional Medal of Honor.
Giant ragweed invades
Ralph Ervin Crowder, 46,
was originally charged in a Evansville-area crops
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) criminal complaint in U.S. DisDry
summer weather that is
trict Court with impersonating
damaging com and soybean
an officer and a military hero.
He had been telling people he crops is raising an unwanted
was a highly decorated Navy crop in southwestern IndianaSEAL in Vietnam and had been giant ragweed.
A new variety of giant rag·
awarded the Medal of Honor.
Neither was true.
weed is choking farmers' fields
Crowder also pleaded guilty • in Indiana, Illinois and KenTuesday to the possession and tucky and triggering sneezing
production of false identifica- and coughing attacks among
tion documents and the posses- allergy sufferers, the Evansville
sion of an identification docu- Courier' & Press reported
ment-making device.
Wednesday.
During the investigation,
Evansville allergist Dr. Frank
Crowder admitted he never Amodio blames the gjant ragserved in the Navy and had weed, which can grown as high
bought a uniform and medals as 18 feet, for the increasing
from a surplus store in Albu- number of patients coming to
querque, N.M., the complaint his office with itchy, watery
said.
eyes, runny noses, sneezing
Crowder could face up to 34 attacks and coughing spells.
years in prison plus a fine up to
Amodio often sees patients
$850,000.
with these symptoms during
allergy season, but he said this
Salmonella poisoning year's cases are worse because
of giant ragweed.

Six Kentuckians die in crashes
during Labor Day weekend
FRANKFORT (AP) - Six people died in
six separate crashes on Kentucky's road·
ways during the Labor Day weekend,
according to state p olice.
Of the six fatal crashes this year, preliminary data shows that alcohol was a
factor in three of the crashes, state police
said Tuesday.,
Single fatality crashes occurred in
Casey, Clark, Knox, Lincoln, Trimble and
Whitley counties. One of the crashes
involved a motorcycle.
State police arrested more than 200
indtvidua ls for d riving under the influence ot alcohol during the holiday weekend.

Salmonella can cause diarrhea and fever. More serious
infections can occur in children,
the elderly and people with
weak immune systems, such as
organ transplant recipients.

sickens buffet eaters

CHEROKEE, Iowa (AP) About 20 people apparently
became ill from salmonella
after eating at a restaurant in
this northwest Iowa town, a
state health official said.
A few people were hospitalized after being infected w ith
the bacteria, said Dr. Cort
Lohff, assistant state epidemiologist.
The victims ate at a buffet at
an unidentified restaurant in
Cherokee County, Lohff said.
County investigators are
awaiting test results from the
victims.
Salmonella also is blamed for
a food-poisoning outbreak that
made about 25 people sick in
Des Moines County in August.
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President Bush cancels
planned Minnesota visit
WASHlNGTON (AP)- President Bush canceled a planned
visit to Minnesota on Friday,
the White House said.
No explanation was offered,
and officials did not return
repeated phone calls Tuesday.
Bush had planned to come
for a roundtable discussion and
a speech on welfare in Minneapolis. He visited the state
twice earlier this year to lead
fund-raisers for Republican
Senate candidate Norm Coleman.
Bill Walsh, the spokesman for
the state GOP, said he had not.
heard of the cancellation.

Danish foreign minister
meets with Arafat
RAMALLAH,
West
Bank (AP) - The visiting
Danish foreign minister
met with embattled Palestinian
leader
Yasser
Arafat on Wednesday and
criticized Israel for the
recent killings of several
Palestinian civWans by
army fire.
Per Stig Moeller stood
alongside Arafat at the
entrance to his Ramallah
office amid mounds of
sandbags and bullet-riddled walls. Israel has been
seeking to isolate Arafat
after accusing him of stoking the violence that has
torpedoed Mideast peacekeeping for two years.
Palestinian officials said
Israeli troops prevented
the Danish delegation
from traveling to Ramallah's center to meet with
Palestinian ministers.
Moeller
criticized
Israel's
expulsion on
Wednesday of a militant's
brother and sister from the
West Bank to the Gaza
Strip - a move the military
hailed as a powerful deterrent against suicide bombings and human rights
groups condemned as a
violation of international
law.

Blair's body language
receives press coverage
LONDON (AP) - He is
regarded as America's
closest ally in the war on
terrorism, standing shoulder to shoulder with President George W. Bush .
But a jaunty thumbs-inbelt pose cut by Prime
Minister Tony Blair ahead
of his news conference on
Iraq rai sed eyebrows in
the British pre!'>~ on
Wednesday and prompted

suggestions that the normally reserved premier is
emulating the president
from Texas. .
Several newspapers on
Wednesday published pic·
tures of Blair strolling
around his Sedgefield constituency in northern England with his thumbs
tucked cowboy-style into
his belt. That proved a
boon for mocking caption
writers.
"Butch Saddam and the
Sedgefield Kid,"said The
Daily Telegraph beneath a
close-up of Blair's hands
and belt.
"Has Tony Blair been
spending too much time
down on the ranch with
Dubya? There was worrying evidence of that yesterday when America's
most faithful deputy, the
meanest gunslinger in
Durham County, strolled
into the Sedgefield corral
and stood, thumbs in belt,
ready for the draw," the
Telegraph said.

Activists heckle Powell
at UN World Summit
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) - Repeatedly
interrupted by activists'
jeers and protests, Secretary of State Colin Powell
defended the United States'
environmental record and
its efforts to help the poor
in the developing world at
the World Summit on
Wednesday.
"The United States is taking action to meet environmental challenges, including global climate change,"
he said to loud booing from
the rear of a hall filled with
government leaders and
delegates ranging from
youth activists to environmentalists.
The United States has
been strongly criticized by

leaders and activists here
for President Bush's decision last year to reject the
Kyoto Protocol, which
many countries view as
crucial for reversing a global warming trend blamed
for cataclysmic storms,
floods and droughts.
As Powell spoke, delegates from U.S. and Australian
environmental
groups repeatedly interrupted
him, shouting
"Shame on Bush." Some
held up banners reading,
"Betrayed by govern·
ments" and "Bush: People
and Planet, Not Big Business."
Thirteen people were
forcibly removed from the
hall by security.
Powell looked annoyed,
answering back, "I have
now heard you,'' at one
point, then continuing with
his five-minute speech.

North Koreans remain
Inside German school
BEIJING (AP) - German
diplomats were negotiating with China on Wednesday over the fates of 15
North Koreans holed up in
a German government-run
school in Beijing, the German embassy said.
The 15, who jumped a
wall to enter the compound on Tuesday afternoon, spent the night
inside the school and were
provided with blankets,
water and food, said an
embassy
spokesman,
speaking on condition of
anonymity.
He wouldn't say whether
the group had asked for
asylum or to go to South
Korea.
"We're trying to reach a
good outcome," he said.

I'

World Briefly is compiled
by Tim Siniard, staff writer.

Congratulations to our
newest 111en1bers

Beta Nu Pledge Class
Lulu Atieh
Anna Bardelli
Michelle Bell
Desiree Bennett
Casey Cornelison
NiUie Djassemi
Lindsey Ham
§arah Harney
Amy Liggons
Maggi Lograsso
Allison Major
Ashley Major
Alicia Mathis
Janessa Morton

Be[kg Dwler
Valerie Penny
Kelly Riley
Ashley Simmons
Brittany Sowell
Jessica Stanton
Cherie Sti\'er&
Undsay Thatcher
Sara Thomas
Chelsee Thompson
Ashley Tidwell
Anna Voorhees
Holly Walker
Maegan Worley

Love,

Your Sisters in
Alpha Gamma Delta

Grand Opening!
September 12, 2002
Now located in the
Curris Center
next to Sunset
Strips!!!

l:nter "fo~ yoLir
chance 1:o win
on.e of" two

p\iD

players!!!!

•j
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opinion editor: Severo Avila
p h one: 762-4468
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Greek unity on the decline
If Greek organizations on any
college campus represent a umIssue:
fied sector of that institution,
Greek unity, or then the fraternities and sororities here at Murray State should
lack thereof, at do the same or better.
On such a small campus,
Murray State
where Greek membership represents a large percentage of the
POSITIO N:
student body, one would think
Greek organiza- unity and pnde are paramount to
tions attempt to the minds of those involved in
the Greek system.
portray a uniCompetitiOn will most certainfied picture, but ly exist between Greek organizations, and com~tition is fiealthy
their actions
if it is kept w1thin certain parameters, such as recruitment,
speak othersports
and philanthropy. Howevwise.
er, in light of recent and past
events, we believe Greek organizations on campus represent not
only unity and togetherness, but
intense competition as well.
When it boils over into parties
and then becomes violent. however, it must be checked and reprimanded immediately.
When students get hurt participating in events hosted by University-sanctioned organizations, that is where we draw the
line and say you have gone too
far.
In recent months, a number of
fi,ghts have taken place at fraterruty parties - fights that sometimes garnered only a slap on the
wrist. The latest of which
involved one person being
slammed in the face with a brick.
This incident, involvin8 members of the Lambda Ch1 Alpha
and Alpha Tau Omega fraternities, took place Aug. 30. Previous fraternity fights have resulted in serious injuries as well.
One even ended with an individual being stabbed.
Fights will happen, but when
those fights occur at events hosted by University-sanctioned
organizations (such as fraternities), the behavior cannot and
should not be tolerated.
Greek organizations represent
a part of Murray State, and as

Our View

Do you think
Greek organizations at
Murray State are unified?
Why or why not?
''No, everyone
just needs to
keep things in
perspective."
Justin Grooms
senior. PrinCeton

"No, I think all
organizations
should be ci vii
and try to come
together."
Amanda Borchert
sophomore. CamdM, Tenn.

"The unity is
weak. We need a
function to bring
us together."
Dale Young
junior, Georpetowrl

such, must conduct themselves
as ambassadors, not only of their
respective chapters, but of the
parent institution itself.
Fraternities are essentially
businesses. They exist not only
to foster friendship, but also to
make money. They try to
improve themselves constantly.
Th1s often leads to competition
with rival fraternities.
Rivalry is the key word there.
Some fraternities are in constant
connict with others. Bickering,
heated arguments and violent
altercations sometimes take
place between these opposing
groups.
What does this behavior say
about the individual chapters and
about Murray State? What kind
of message does it send to parents of prospective students?
If Greek organizations continue to operate as businesses, then
they ~hould behave as such, that
is, m a professional manner.
Social events should be venues
where people can come together,
relax and have fun. They should
not be places where violence is
an expected occurrence.
The Murray State administration, as well as heads of Greek
organi1.ations, continue to downplay these fights. Police reports
arc file(], then the cases dissolve
as quickly as they appear. These
arc serious offenses that must
not he swept under the carpet.
In all fairness, University officials and the Interfraternity
Council have taken steps to
ensure that safety is a top priority at fraternity parties.
They have done this by implementing a three-strikes rule for
individuals who create disturbances at fraternity social functions.
The IFC also reinstated the 2
a.m. rule that ensures all fraternity functions end at that time.
This decreases the time in which
fights are likely to take place.
Even more impressive are the
rel·ent effort.'> to relieve the ten-
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sion between the two fraternities
previously mentioned. University administration and the IFC
have agreed to limit the ~talus of
both fraternities.
They will not be fully operating chapters until they can produce a document setting steps

and a timcline for both fraternities to work together to resolve
the connict.
This ap~roach to the problem
is a step m the right dtrection,
and we commend all those
involved in its implementation
and enforcement.

•your C)J)inion
"No, there is too
much segregatiop
between the
groups."
Nathaniel Underwood
senior, Muhlenberg County
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University community's source for inlorma·
bon.
Our goal IS to present that informahon in
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for express•on
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
Interested In journalism or other fields relatIng to the production ol a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
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·rhe Murray State News· is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publica·
tion of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News" is free.
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at 111 Wilson Hall.

- Department chair commends
writer on Spanish lecturer story
To the Editor:
I would like to thank and compliment
Ms. Taylor Ewing for her fair and balanced
article on our new lecturer. Mr. Jorge
Trinchet, who is still in Spain awaiting
INS approval of his visa. and "The Murray
State News" for its editorial suppon. I
appreciate her contacting both Mr.
Trinchet and Murray State's Employment
Manager Ms. Brenda Hart in Human
Resources to obtain their perspectives on
the situation.
There are a couple of points that should
be made clear. Mr. Trinchet lived, studied
and taught as a graduate teaching assistnnt
in Illinois for a number of years, but not in
Murray. Still, we hope that he will feel
welcome and at home here when he
arrives.
More imponant, professors Mike Waag
and Mica Howe bave been most willing
and gracious about stepping in to take on
Mr. Trinchet's classes until he arrives.
Furthermore, one of our Spanish faculty
recently had a family emergency and had
to be away from Murray for a week.
Again, professors Jorge Medina, Leon
Bodevin and David Earnest (who is in the
English department) have readily and
kindly assumed those classes for the week.
My thanks go to all these professors; lheir
generosity of time when there is so little
time says a great deal about the people
with whom I work.
Finally. I would like to thank the students in Mr. Trinchet's sections for their
understanding and flexibility. The level of
instruction you are receiving reflects the
same high standards maintained by the
department of modern languages.
Meg Brown
Chair. department of modem languages

Neighbor sides wHh the law
in Fisher vs. Murray dispute
To the Editor:
In the interest of journalistic fairness.
please allow me to respond, in total, to a
recent article, "Students dispute meaning of
'family."'
Permit me to preface the following
remarks by stating my belief that most
Murray State students are mature, respon~i
ble young adults who want to work hard,
play by the established rules and get along
with their fellow citizens. be they students
or local residents. It is sad there are a few
whom do not.
Jt is unfortunate that the Fisher "family"

tinds itself in the unpleasant pos1t1on of
plaintiffs in pending federal litigation . If
you \'.ill review the facts of this ca-;e in the
bright light of n:ason, I believe you v. ill
conclude that it is a pickle of their own
making. that their weak attempt to contravene the law backfiret.l and that the fairness
of the wning law in uisputc will be upheld.
Mr. Fisher was not intent on launching a
legal crusade to redefine the tenn "family"
when he purchased the house located at 403
North IOlh Street. His stnted purpose \\llS
to "provide a plac.;e for my daughter to live
in while she goes tt\ school here:· It is ohvi·
ous, even 10 the c.;asual observer. that he
was motivated by profit . (I predict his profit motive will soon evaporate because of
the legal expenses he will incur.)
Before purchasing the house. Mr. fisher
had many opportunilies to o;eek counsel
concerning the applicability of zoning ordinances to his choice of locutions for his
daughter's residenct~. The city attorney,
Mr. Don Overbey. would have been quite
happy to provide him wnh a copy of current zoning regulations.
Members of the Zoning Board, our honorable Mayor Freed Curd and any number
of other city officials would have done like·
wise. The realtor with whom Mr. Fisher
dealt would have been obligated, by law, to
infoml him of his folly in violating current
1.oning ordinance:. if he had but discussed
hb intentions. A wise and prudent person
would have done the necessary research: he
did nothing.
Now Mr. Fisher and his extended "family" have been cilcd for violating the R·2
ordinance requiring them to be related by
blood or marriage in order to occupy the
residence in question.
The plaintiffs were givc:n ample warning
and ordered to vacule the hnm.e, but they
chose instead to lloUJ the Jaw. wrap themselves in the Constitution and whine to ull
who would listen that the)' were being discriminated against (and ;'ue the bastards!).
Garbage! The Fishers were foolish ttl begin
with and e\en more fooli sh to believe that
it was easier to a-.k for forgiveness than to
request pennission
The adjoining pi'llpeny owners, of which
I am one. didn't sec 11 thm way. We auend·
ed the first Board of Zoning adjustments
meeting to expre)os our concerns about the
inherent problems that would likely arise
from having a de facto sorority house in our
family -oriented neighborh<x1d.
The members uf the hoard rightfully
ag_recu and Vt\ted unanimously to deny the
Fi,hers· request. It was the right uecision.
Our wor:o;t fears have been realized . The
re\idents of the Fisher household have
shown themselve' Ill be worse neighbors
than one would care tu belie\e.
I personally was forced to go over to the
residence at I:30 a.m 10 de manu thut th\!~
turn the volume uown l)IJ !he boom bo~

that was sitting on their front porch . The
filthy. sexist lyrics emanating from the
speakers indicated to me that the females
living there obviously had no self-respect,
much less respect for their neighbors.
I have twice been forced to call the police
to intervene in their "merrymaking." The
high volume of traffic observed coming
and going at all hours of the day and night
reminds me of a certain infamous Texas
"chicken ranch.'' Their harassment of the
76-year-old widow living next door is sick.
c.;riminal and inexcusable.
Students sitting out on the front porch at
6 a.m. drinking beer from a keg and behaving in ways one would not wish to see their
children emulate is something that this. or
:my other family-oriented neighborhood,
should not be subjected to. Most local re!'i·
dents would agree. Ms. Candace Dowdy
sa1d it all when she stated, "Property owners have a right to protect their property."
I found it truly ironic that in the same
issue of the "'The Murray State New~" this
anicle appeared in, an article written by
Ms. Krista Matheny stated, "We, the students, don't give a damn about the community outside of the college."
Ms. Katie Fisher reflected that sarne attitude when she was quoted in the article
stating, "This town is Murray State. Without the students and the University. there
wouldn't be much to Murray." I would love
to see less Murray if the Fishers were pan
of the shrinkage.
However, every dark cloud has a silver
lining. If the Fishers prevail in I heir lawsuit
and are allowed 10 continue to desecrate
our fine neighborhood. then I will expand
my family by legally adopting two wellbehaved pachyderms. (Hey, 1 have Constitutional rights too, you know.)
Since they will be loo large to occupy rny
home properly, I will bu1ld an addilion to
house them in my backyard. The rear of
their quaners will face east so that with
every westerly breeze, the "family'' at 403
North lOth Streel will be reminded of how
prc:cious everyone's Constitutional rights
are.
Like Ms. Fisher, I will dine v. ith my new
family, share household chores with them
und take turns d01ng yardwork. (I can't
reach the high limbs, but one of the children could!)
We could celebmte holidays together,
eMablish traditions and support each other
physically, emotionally and financially
should one of us need help. (An elephant
has very large shoulders to cry on, anu who
wouldn't pay a few bucks so their chiluren
could ride such n wonderful criuer'! And
think of the revenue selling large quantities
of fresh fenilizer could generate.) Now I
ask you. if that's not a family. I don't know
whal is.
Whtlt goes around cnmcs around. I Wlln·
der how the Fisher "family" will react

when they grow up and face a similar problem? Think alwut it.
Bob Stogner
Murray

Students encouraged to take
advantage of Health Services
To the Editor:
The Health Services staff wishes to welcome all Murray State students, faculty and
staff to the campus. Our primary goal is to
help you stay heallhy. We want stuuents to
be able to make informed decisions about
their health concerns and to take personal
responsibility for their own hea!th. Aside
from taking cnre of ill or injured students.
staff member:-> are here to provide you with
accurate hcahh-care infonnation.
There are nearly 7,000 student visits to
the clink annually. and in most cases, students are able to plan their visits between
classes. Each year, we receive numerous
requests for written excuses from cJao;ses,
and we do not write "blanket excuse~ :·
According to the American College
Health Association's Recommenueu Standards for 11 College Health Program, students are responsible for class attendance
and the completion of assignments. We
encourage all students to communicate
directly with their professors if they miss
class because of illness.
The majority of professors will accept
students' worus v. hen they arc ill; however,
the student may ask the professor to call the
clinic for verification of a clinic visit. No
other inlixrnation will be released to anyone without the student's v.rittcn consent.
All conversati<'ns and medical rcwrds are
strictly confidential.
Please feel free to visit the clinit• lt1r any
health concern you may have: you do not
have to be ill to utilize Health Ser\·ices. The
professional nurses want to encourage you
to make good decisions about your health
choices. You also may caliche llcalth Line
Monday through Friday, 8 to noon and I to
4:30 p.m .• at 762-3809 if you have any
questions concerning your health .
Have a great and healthy year!
Roberta Garfield
Director <>f Student Health Services

Write to us
"The Murray State News'' welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classifica~
tion. title or relationship to the University.
"The Murray State News'" reserves the right
to edit for S!fl~ length and CQntent.
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Extolling the UT fan feels more like Judas
many.virtues
of slam ball
In My
Opinion

\

On

the
John

"In my mind
this sport
ranks right up
there with
some of the
greatest
.sports of our
time. one
being ultimate Frisbee.
Slam ball
gives those of
us in society
with a threeinch vertical,
the same
opportunity
to perform on
the court as
that one
Jordan guy
who plays
basket ball."

Howdy folks. You know, I have never been
what you would call un athlete. The whole concept of athleticism is about a:. foreign to me as
a diet that does not consist of Totino's Party
Pizzas and Sam's Choice Cola.
Baseball? Basketball? Yeah, I know the bare
essentials of these sport". I know enough that I
could pass for a typical male in a sports bar. Of
course, if I were to be questioned about the
details from a sport'>·enthusiast patron of said
bar, my cover would be immediately blown,
and I would be forced to flee screaming with
my arms nailing in the air. And as for football
... well. let's just say J am one of those people
who watches the Super Bowl only for the commcn:tals and IOod. Ycah ... one of THOSE people.
l should also point out J am of rather lanky
stature, standing somewhere around the height
of 6 feet 4 inches. All through my life, I have
been bombarded with two comments/queries:
A) Jeez. you are a tall SOB, and B) What sport
do you play'l U:.ually to the second my
response has always been, "Do bowling, billianJs and .~itting-on-my-rear-eating-Cheetos
while-playing-computer-games count as
!'ports'? Because, if so, then yeah, I do play
sports."
'
OK. so there is one more thing people usually say after meeting me, something along the
lint:s of, "Don't ever call me, you creep." But I
don't think that ha~; to do with my athletic ability, or lack thereof.
Anyway, my point with all this is th;ll sports
and myself go together like Yin Diesel and
good acting. Now that you have the background
info. I will continue.
.Last SatunJay night my roommates and I
were nipping through the channels in a fit of
boredom. Having temporarily burnt ourselves
out on Playstation and the usual Gibson-bashing, we hoped to come across something mildly entertaining on TV, perhaps an "A-Team"
reunion or a forgotten, yet endearing. episode of
"The: Golden Girls."
Well, eventually, we came to TNN. Usually,
this is a channel I rarely give any attention to, as
I aru not one for things 1NN in nature. The
exception to this is on Sunday afternoons, when
dorks amund the country like myself. are entertained by the adventures of Captain Jean-Luc
Picard and the star:.hip Enterprise during
'J'NN's Sunday "Star Trek" marathon. This is
one of the mre occasions when my TV is tuned
to TNN. However, thi!-. particular Saturday was
nbout to change all that.
There, <ln the TV in front of me, had to be
one of lht· coolest looking spans I have ever
seen. Roused from my deep couch-potato state
of being, I immediately sat up in my chair,
entering inw a somewhat less-deep couch-potato state of being. The sport that had captured my
.menuon, my friends, was slam ball.
Slam ball. from what I could gather in the
brief amount of time left in the game, is played
much like basketball, with players trying to
score with a baJl in the same manner as they do
in basketball. After careful research on the
Internet, I was able to learn more about the
sport. According to the new 1NN Web site,
slam ball is full of "non-stop. hard-hitting,
human video game action played on a revolutionary trampoline and spring-loaded surface."
Folks, you heard me correctly ... a revolutionary
trampoline and spring-loaded surface.
On each end of the court near the baskets are
positioned scveraJ trampolines. Players relay
the ball down the court, much like they do in
basketball. However, upon entering the trampoline area, they are able to do flips, high jumps
and a number of other aerial feats that are made
easy and prnctical by the use of the trampolines.
And these actions are nol perfonned by nonnal
players, either According to the experts at
TNN. 'lam ball players are "outrngeous hardcore athletes" who demonstrate athletic capabilities never before seen in the history of sports.
Rockin· wonJs for a truly rockin' sport.
In my mind, thh, 'JX>rt rank!> up there with
some of the greatest sports of our time, one
being ultimate Frisbee. Slam ball gives those of
us in society who.have a three- in~:h vertical the
same opportunity to perfonn as <ldmirably on
the coun as thm one Jordan guy who plays basketball. The only downside to this sport I see is
that at .some p(lint '\Omeone is going to twist or
brc<lk his ankle something fierce on one of
those trampolines. We all had thnt happen when
we were l..id!> jumping on trampolmes, right?
Come do\l.n on that ~pring mat the wrong way
and SNAP! Goodbye unkle. hello foot cast. I
hope those dedicated, outrageous hard-core athletes have a fallback career.
So to conclude this week's mnt from the
bathroom, I am calling on the litudents of Murray to support me in an effort to get a slam ball
court here at Murray. True. the money spent on
this effort muld be spent on improving the residential colleges or adding additional parking
~paces. But come on guys, what is more import<mt ... bener parking spots and improved livingCI)ndition-.. or a new sport chock full of "nonslop. h<ll'll·hitting. human video game action"'?
Sean.h your hearts ... I think you know the
I

John Gibsof/ is a columnist for "The Murray
State News. ·•

Charles
Taylor

"I have developed a keen
affinity for
the underdog
in most
sports-related
endeavors."

I had the opportunity over the weekend to do
something J had not done previously: see one
of my favorite college football teams in action.
The University of Tennessee (Knoxville, not
Martin) has one of the best football programs
in the nation, and, being a resident of that illustrious state. I have always enjoyed watching
their games on television. I even plan on
attending college there next year. Therefore.
you can imagine my excitement when I found
out I would be going to their o;eason-opening
game in Nashville (a perquisite gained be(;ause
of my parents owning a pennanent seat license
for the NFL's Tennessee Titans).
Disaster seemed imminent when my wife,
who was part of the convoy going to the game,
caJled and said she would be an hour late in
getting to our rendezvous point. However, we
somehow managed to get to the Coliseum
(which, some will recall, is no longer named
after the now-defunct Adelphia Corporation)
with about 20 minutes to spare. All was ostensibly well.
The Volunteers opponents for the Saturdayafternoon affair were the Cowboys from the
University of Wyoming. This was a very modest adversary, of course, but anyone who is
familiar with spons can attest to the practice of
strong teams playing their weaker counterparts
at the first of the season (think University of
Kentucky basketball and every nonconference
game it can get away with).
1didn't have high expectations for the game.

RAC£RS

I knew Tennessee would win, and all I wanted
was an exciting, fast-paced game with plenty
of offensive fireworks. The first couple of
!>Cries proved disappointing, but the crowd, as
well as myself, possessed the clairvoyance to
know it was only a matter of time before the
Volunteers would 'score. This they did with
regularity. and they led at halftime 20-0.
,
However, a change I could not have foreseen occurred during the last two quarters of
the game. An attitude that had been developing
throughout the entire game in my subconscious was slowly making its way toward the
forefront of my thoughts. and, much as I was
loath to admit it, I found my .sympathies had
dramatically changed - I was rooting for
Wyoming.
In hindsight, I would attribute this uncanny
shift to two factors. First, I blame my history.
You see, J have developed a keen affinity for
the underdog in most sports-related endeavors.
This has made me an excellent Murray State
fan, which has been first in my loyalties from
the cradle and probably will be to the grave.
Most of my Super Bowl picks lose, and 1rarely
cheer for the powerhouses in the NCAA bas·
ketbaJI tournament. 1 can't stand continued
dominance, which means the Yankees, Braves.
Lukers and Jordan-era Chicago Bulls can be
found at the bottom of my favorites list.
My second reason for jumping ship was my
surroundings. Of course the 67 ,()()().capacity
stadium was a myriad of white and different

shades of orange, with nary a hint of
Wyoming's school colors present except on
the players. I didn't mind being in' such confines- I had orange and white apparel of my
own. However, I never dreamed my compatriots would be so fastidious. They were naturally boisterous enough when their team scored,
but l was amazed they were even more
adamant about the occasional missed play or
thrown flag. Instead of being content with victory, they wanted annihilation. I sat through
. most of the game in tacit protest against the
roarings of this brightly colored mass. Indeed,
it felt akin to being in a different Coliseum
(you know, the one in Rome) 2.000 years ago
as the sanguinary mob demanded more Christians be fed to the lions. All right, it wasn't that
bad, but I still felt like I wa~; a traitor to my
underdog cause.
In the end, Tennessee won the game 47-7,
with Wyoming's lone score coming mercifully
in the fourth quarter. Am I still a University of
Tennessee fan? Of course, and I'll be glad
when (Lord willing) J am a student there next
year. I nlso am prepared to support its football
team during the resr. of the season, and I don't
see any other conflicts like the one I experienced Saturday on the horizon. It is playing
MTSU in its next game, though ...

CIU!rles Taylor is a senior radio/TV major
from Murray.
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New way to patch up your relationship
In My
Opinion

Severo
Avila

"OK, even if
the guys
didn't care
either way,
surely the
women would
be excited
about thls
life-altering
contraption."

Birth control is an issue that affects everyone in some way~ especially on a college
uampus.
Someone you know has had an
unplanned pregnancy. lt could be your sister, it could be your girlfriend, it could be
your best friend, it could even be you.
Yes, it does happen. Despite the relatively high number of contraceptives, couples will unintentionally get pregnant
either through negligence or stupidity. or a
moronic combination of the two.
Now there's one more device to add to
that long list of baby repellents - the
patch. Yes. that's right: now there's a
patch .
Oh, I know what you're thinking. "You
mean like the nicotine patch?" Yes, exactly like the nicotine patch, except while the
nicotine patch takes away the craving. this
new patch removes the possibility of conception when another type of craving sets
in.
For those of you yet unaware of the
patch. it is being marketed under the name
Ortho Evra, and it's a one-and-three-quarter-inch square patch made of three layers
with hormones embedded in the adhesive
layer. lt can be worn on the lower
abdomen. buttocks or upper body, but
should never be worn on the breast. Each
patch must be worn for a week. and patches must be worn each week for three
weeks out of the month (except the week
of your period, also referred to by our

news editor as "the week God punishes
women"). The patch relea:.es· both progestin and estrogen hormones through the
skin into the bloodstream.
The risks of using the patch are basically those associated with the pill. The most
common adverse reactions include
headaches. reactions to the adhesive and
nausea. Women who use the patch are
strongly advised not to smoke.
Now, I would have thought most guys
would be major proponents of this new
device. Just slap on the patch and you're
home free . There's no way she can say. "I
don't know how it happened. I was on the
pill." Now you can tell. So, from that point
of view, it's a good thing.
However, after speaking to several of
my male friend:. and colleagues, I realized
that most of them don't care either way.
Apparently. it's not an issue for them. One
guy said his first impression was it was too
good to be true. How could a little patch
do the work of a pill'' Another enlightened
fellow said it wasn' t his problem.
OK, even if the guys didn't care either
way, surely the women would be excited
by this life-altering contraption. Again, I
thought it was clear why. All you do is put
it on and wear it three weeks out of the
month. It's a lot more convenient than the
injection or the diaphragm, and remembering to take a pill every single day can
get pretty confusing. Just think: It'll eliminate that post-frat-party conversation

with the Lord .
Oh please .don't even try to pretend you
don't know what I'm talking about.
"Please God, if you do this for me. I
promise I'll never drink again." Yeah,
yeah ... you're not alone. Half the female
population of Murray State has uttered the
exact same phrase at least once.
Again, l was surprised by my informal
poll. Most of the girls I spoke to said they
didn't think the patch was such a good
idea. Many of them object to wearing a
patch anywhere on their bodies. Some
think birth control is private matter, and
wearing a patch would basically advertise
the fact that you're sexually active. One
girl even said she would prefer to take the
pills rather than have to wear a patch for
three weeks out of the month. Another
friend said she's allergic to the adhesive
on the patch, and one even suggested a
patch be invented for men.
So, while many of my comrades are
either strongly opposed or indifferent to
Lhe patch, I will go out on a limb- despite
my Catholic upbringing- and say that, in '
the early stages of public use of this new
form of contraception, it appears to be a
positive addition to the world of medicine.
Aside from being another option for couples not prepared to have a child. it is also
more convenient.

a

.

Severo A vi/a is opinion editor for "The
Murray State News."

Religious·leaders- Jesus, Buddha, Allah ... Yoda?
In My
Opinion

Loree

Stark
''These
fanatics from
down under
with a
penchant for
Yoda arc
on to
something."

With the proper marketing tools. a
major motion picture can amass billions of dollars, action figures and
sequels.
But a new religion?
Sure. one might say stranger things
have happened than 70,000-plus Australians li~ting "Jedi" as their religion
of choice on last yeur's censuo;. But
those people are also keeping the
Magic: The Gathering line in business.
And while I view the "Star Wars"
phenomenon as a series of movies and
not a major lifestyle choice, I think
these fanatics from down under with a
penchant for Yoda are on to something.
World peace via e-mail.
Maybe that's a stretch. But while the
world is progressively breaking off into
more factions and getting farther away
from the concept of unity. thousands of
Australians banded together to get
something accomplished.
The last time this kind . of effort
occurred was in 1999 when thousands
of viewers got the New Kids on the
Block hit "Hangin' Tough" to No.2 on
the TRL countdown. All it took was
creativity, passion and the ability to utilize the "forward" button on a personal
e-mail account.

Although world peace might not be a
mere click away, it i:. refreshing to see
people working together to get something done. And while maybe it is a bit
discomforting to realize some of the
thousands of Australians may have
really been seeking a temple of Yoda,
the effort itself is an accomplishment.
Sad to say. the point-and-click view
on life tsn't for everyone. When discussing this commentary among coworkers. a staff writer argued ~gainst
the merits of conquering a cause
through technology.
Hundreds of thousands of people congregate.
he said, when the pope comes
around.
Luckily, I was able to dbmiss any
validity in his argument as it
became increasingly apparent that
the force was not wuh him .
The end of the
story? Despite the
efforts of 70,000 citiJ.ens, Australian officials
are surprisingly refusing to
recogni1e "Jedi" us a
national religion . It
looks like these guys _..L_ _~s._
have about a decade ·~

and the promise of progressive technology to spare before having ro worry
about getting back to the drawing board
for the next census.
And, if nothing else, they'll have
plenty of time for a card game or two.

Loree Stark is the editor in chief of
"The Murray State News."
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History textbook price difference upsets students
by Tim Siniard
swft \vriter
The price difference of a world civilization textbook between two college
bookstores in Murray has resulted in
unhappy students and charges of :.lan·
• .derby one bookstore owner.
Students needing to purchase ''The
Earth and lt-. People, a Global History," a textbook ft'r the world ci~iliza
tion class at Murray State, were told it
was not in stock due to Jack of avail·
ability from publisher Houghton Mif·
t1in Co. To reserve their copies, they
were permitted to prepay the $90.60
price at the University Store as well as
Bradley Book Co., a privately owned
off-t·ampus bookstore.
• When students were infom1ed b}
their instructors the books had arrived.
they were told the books were available at the lower price of $76.10, and
they could receive refunds for the price
difference. St~dcnts who purchased

their books at the University Store
were able to receive thetr refunds. but
some students said they were not able
w ~et the refund fmm Bradley Book
Co.
Sura Frick, freshman from Boa1.
,·isited Brndley Book Co. to pick up
her textbook on Aug. 27 and was told
they would not arriv~ at the ~tore Ulltil
after 5 p.m., but she was un:..hle to wait
for them to arrive.
"I had to go horne, and I did not
want to drive back because I live 50
miles away,'' Frick said.
She returned to the store the next
day to pick up her book and receive
her refund but was told the last day to
receive her refund was Aug. 27.
•They said they would not give any
refun~
period," Frick said. "I was
upset, because students who paid tor
thdr buok:; at the Murray State book·
:.torl' got their money back."
Bob Br<~dley. owner of Bradley
Btxlk Co., smd he gave full refunds

before Aug. 27 - the last day for
refumls ut hb store.
"Three people requested the refund,
and they got their moocy back. but
instructors are saying that Bradley's
ripped studems off," Bradley said.
Bradley said Murray State is being
unethical in discounting the book
withuut knowing how much the actual
cost will be and potemially lo~ing
money for the Univef';ity as well as
taxpayers who support it.
''They based their pricing on conjecture," Bradley said. "Someone from
the department told them what the
price would be, but I know the (Uni·
versity Store), nnd I have not been
invoked for the hopks yet.
"It made no sense for instructors at
Murray to tell students to come to
Bradley's \\-hen (th..: Cni\er~ity Store)
did not know the costt)f the book."
Brndley said he is upset Murray
State professors would tell students his
<.tore overcharged th..:rn when neither

his !itore nJr the campus bookstore
have any idea \\-hat the actual invoice
price will be.
Bradley said he requested the text·
books be ovemighted and wac; told the
books would be sold to his store at a
cost of $72.50 each. In addition, he
paid freight costs of $1,200 as opposed
to the regular $300 shipping cost.
Bradley said if be had not ovemighted
the books, students would not have
had any books for their world civiJiza.
tion class.
"I wanted the students to have their
books for class." Bradley said. "I
picked up the tab just to get the books
here.
"The instructors have no business in
the book husiness."
Bmdley said the stutement'i about
his busines~ are slanderous, and he ha..;
sought legal counsel.
Jack Vaughn. manager of the Uni·
vcrsity Store, said his store ploced the
order for textbooks based on a price of

$90.60 but found out from a professor
the history department had an agreement with the publisher to sell the
book!> at the lower price. Vaughn ulso
said the Houghton Mifflin Co. representative does not ~now what the
invoice price will be.
"I don't know what we will do iflhe
invoice price is higher," Vaughn said.
"We decided to refund the $ 14.60 dif~
ference the students paid for the book
because that was the right thing to do."
The prob!e'm hcgan when Hougtiton
Mifflin Co. was not able to deliver the
books on time, Vaughn said.
William Schell, assodate professor
of history, said he conmbutcd a workbook to accompany the lex.tbook nnd
had delivered it two weeks ahead of
the deadline set by the publi!'.her. The
lower price was part of the arrdllgement with the Houghton Miftlin Co.
Schell said when he found out about
the price :.tudents were being chJ.rgL-d,
he told Vaughn the price was too high.

"I tried to get it corrected," Schell
said "I called the (University Store)
nnd Rradley's to let them know about
tht• hilling problem."
Bradley also Cl)ntacted the publil.her
tn inform them about the pricing discrepancy and said he went beyond his
duties.
On Wednesday, Schell received an
e-mnil from Glenda Blake at
Houghton Mifflin Co. informing the
company the express ,shipping cost of
delivering the books would be remitted and regular shipping costs would
be charged Instead to Bradley Book
Co.
Bradley said despite the pricing contmven.y rcgardmg the world civilizatillll book, his store s:wes each student
an averagl' of $50.
''We have a Math 140 book that we
sdl tor $65 that :.ells for $95 at the
(University Sture)," Bradley said.
''Student!> need to ask Murray State for
a refund."
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Threat of West Nile virus less severe for college students
by Lo.ree Sta.rk
editor in c hi<:f
The 32 recent death<. attnbuted to the
West Nile virus, a disease th.1t invades
victims' txxlies through a tTlOS£)Uito' s
bite, may be responsible for a breed of
nation\\ ide paranoia not seen since the
threat of killer be(;'
While the disem;e has been di<lgnosed primarily in the South Louisiana, in particular - the threat of
the vin1s hit clo~er 10 home after the
death of an 84-yeat·old Union County
manAug. 19.
Judy Lyle, Stull nurse at Health Services, said although srudents should
remain vigilant and aware of the disease, there 1s littlt: reason for panic.
"College ~tudents, by and large, are a

heallhy population," Lyle said. "Things
like alcohol poisoning and unintentional and intentional injuries are more
likely to cause them severe harm than
West Nile virus. and I think that's
something to keep m mmd."
I.yle said although mosquitoes carrying lhe virus will choose their victirru;
randomly, there is a certain profile of
persons likely to suffer from the
advanced stages of West Nile.
•~rhe elderly person
the one case
we' ve had in Kentud.y was an elderly
man - or very young, like a small child,
and anybody who has got a compromised immune system or any other
chronic diseuses (are most at risk),"
Lyle said.
Lyle said mild symptoms of the virus
inclu<.le headache and low-grade fever.

In severe lom1, victims could e~hib11
">Cvere headache, stiff neck, high ff'vcr
and nausea or vomiting.
"Personally. if I have mild heada..:he
and a low-grade fever and maybe some
respiratOr) symprorns, I'm going 'I ll
start myself "'ith some Tylenol and lots
of lluids," Lyle said. "If the symptoms
hang on or progressively get worse,
then I'm going to see somebody. For
the small symptoms, I would go to lhe
doctor. Some people '"ill , typically
because they don't feel well, but it isn' t
necessa(y,"
Lyle said students "'ho plan on
.spending time in rtrea~ heavily populated with mosquitoes, su~:h as Land
Between the Ln~es, should invest in
insect repellent anJ wear long sleeves
anJ pants during the times of day \'<hen

mosquitoes are most active - early
morning and late afternoon and
evening. Lyle also said students on
campus who notice areas of stagnant,
standing water, such as in a ditch.
should contact Faciliues Management.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson said he has not heard
any concern from students, faculty or
staff about the West Nile virus and is
unaware of any immediate local cases.
Nationally, in areas such as
Louisiana hit hardest by the West Nile
vints, universities are offering special
precautions and information about the
viru~ on their Web sites. Louisiana
State Univen;ity offen; a list of precaution~ and symptoms rit www.lsugacenter.com. and Tulane offers similar
advice at www.lUiane.edu.
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Drop in student-loan interest rates offsets inCreasing cost of tuition
by Tim Siniar d
staff \..·riter
A recent drop in interest rates on
student loans will help borrowers s:l\e
money and offset the rising cost of
pursuing higher education.
Beginning last July, the lowered
rates will help students unload the1r
debt sooner by saving them thousands
of dollars m interest.
Students who are cUITently attend .

ing college on a Staffurd Loan will
have their rates drop from 5.39 pcn:ent
to 3.46 percent. The savmgs also will
be available to graduates who are with·
in their six-month grace period. a'i well
as those \'<ho arc an deferment.
Stafford Loan borrowers who received
their funds after June 1998 will pay
4.056 pen:ent mterest, down from 5.99
percent, and parents will see their rates
on PLUS loans decrease from 6 79 to
4.86 percent.

Interest rates on swdent loans arc
ndjusted Julr I of each year and are
tied to Treasury Bond intt:n:st rates.
Joe McCormick, executive director
of the Kentucky Higher Education
Authority, said in a pres~ release th:1t
the new mtes will make loans more
attractive than they have ever been.
'This is a great time for anyone
planning to use a student loan for col·
lege or technical school,'' McCormic:k
said. "This will make it easier for stu-

dents to achieve the education they
need to reach their goals. I hope it will
enable student<> who might not have
done so otherwise to continue their
education."
According to KHEAA, borrowers
with a loan debt of $ 10,000 payable
over ten years will save about $1.133
in interest over the term of the loan.
J<~cc Rabc, Murray State Student
Government Association president,
said the low rates make it a prime time

Congratulations
Baby Jung ...
my new favorite 1:1:1:!
Love,
~....,..· Your Big Bro

www.atatellneweaternworld.com

"Students need to take advantage of
the lower rates," Rabe said.
Additional savings consisting of a
yearly 20-percent reduction in the
principal of a student loan will be
available to special·education teachers
for every year they teach in Kentucky.
Robin Thomason. director of loan
policy services at KHEAA. said her
organi2ation is working to inform ~tu-

dents about the lower 'mtes.
"We are taking every opponunity to
make students aware of the beneliLo; of
low mtes through exhibits at stute and
college fairs,'' Thomason !>aid.
KHEAA also announced that Kentuckians in licensed professions, trades
or occupations who are in default on
their loan payments will be required to
pay their debt in full or make arrangements to repay their loans before their
licenses will be issued or renewed.
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WHERE IN MURRAY WILL YOU EAT TODAY?

Located at Chestnut Street in the
Dixieland Shopping Center

~~-

ifli..

BRINGING YOU THE BEST SANDWICHES IN TOWN

(For MSU Students)
All Tanning Products &:

PaCkages

·Excluding Unlimited PackaJ!cs·

Larry & Lynda Ward
Barry Ward

• Tnple Dc<.:kcr BLT $3.99

• Seasoned Burgers $4.99

$4.99

MSU PARTY MEAL
DON"T MISS THIS ONE!

Hours

10°/o OFF

• Monte Cristo $4.99

• Patty Melt

• Supt·r Canadian Cheese Soup $1.99
• Plus Many Other Delicious Sandwiches

The Cutting Edge
. (Across
From The Stadium)
1842 State Line RD. W.
HWY. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
BUS: 270-492-6144
FAX: 270-492-6248

for people wanting to further their edu ~:ation

..

Mon-Thura
Friday
SatUrday
12pm-5_pm Sunday

9am-7pm
9am-6pm
9am-5pm

ANY SANDWICH WIT! I PRIES $3.99
ALL YOU CAN F..AT BREAKFAST BUFFET $3.25
$1 OFF DINNER MENl ·. FREE REFILLS
::,....__....~~~~~

. David Shams
.... John Coomes
•'
o4

Blake Robertson
J or<;Jan Eakin
... Nick Rexing
J('"

i.

~
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COME AND DINE WITH OUR ACF CHEF MEMBERS

Congratulations to the Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi for once
again receiving the National Grand Senior President's Award
recognizing them as the #1 undergraduate chapter in the nation
for.the 4th year in a row!
Residential Advisors
Student Government Association

,..,..

I

Offer valid for all MSU Stud~nts, faculty, anJ st:tff. _~~~~
Call for your order tog(). 767-0606

GOOD FOOD, BEST PRICE!
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Jamus Edwards
Josh Russell
Josh Rose

college life
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this week

ART BEHIND BARS

•friday

Prisoners' exhibit opens

•Cinema International - "Underground," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Friday Night Live
"Clarence Dobbins
Band," 8 p.m., Curris
Center Stables. Free
admission.
•Exhibit Opening
"Behind the Walls:
Art in Confinement,"
lecture and reception,
7 p.m., Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
Free admission.

by Stephen Adams
contril)uting writer

•saturday
•Tae Kwon Do
Open Championship
Tournament, 11 a.m.
to S p.m., Regional
Special Events Center. Adults, $5, children, $3.
•Cinema International
"Underground," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, Elizabeth College back lobby, 9:15
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
· afterward.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

•monday
•Yearbook Pictures
Student portraits for
the Shield yearbook, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., Curris
Center Ohio Room.
•Fraternity
Rush
Hotdogger, 5 p.m.,
Curris Center second
noor. AIJ men interested in joining a fraternity should come
by the hotdogger to
register for Rush.
•Musical Auditlo"s
"Fiddler on the Roof."
Sign up for an audition time between
6:45 p.m. and 8:45
p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre.

photo courtesy or Jim Bryant

Dale Brown's full-sized Iiddle is one of the artist's live handcrafted, playable wind instruments on display in the gallery.
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•Yearbook Pictures
Student portraits for
the Shield yearbook, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., Curris
Center Ohio Room.
•CAB
Campus
Acti vities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Ten·
nessec Room.
•Musical Auditions
"Fiddler on the Roof."
Sign up for an audition time between
6:45 p.m. and 8:45
p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
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Dawn's early
light
Helps out
• 1996 British
Open champion
Bailiffs call:
var.
"Final Analy-
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Spectacles
Perceived
Recorded
Bond type
Judicial garment
At one time
Wild fear
Fertilizer
compound
Declare
openly
Tiny pests
Knot
Summer
serving

Regatta lineup
Gestures of
afft:et10n
Shrubbery
At work
Sin~cr Peny
Put on TV
I lorse color
Rely on
instinct
Larger-thanlife story
Not new
Start of a
path?
Netting
Soaks up
rays
Dens
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•tuesday

Mythical
weightlifter
Evening in
Bologna
Mid-month
Keen
Short beep
Gold Rush
boomtown
Eating meeting?
Heavy read-
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cobra."
Biblical pronoun
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expanse
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Writer Terkel
Ages and
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down
Dire fate
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37
41

Madame
Bovary
Spotted
Tall tales
Before,
briefly
Boxer's tactic
Lamp
dweller
One way to
get to second
Whittle
Derby site
Ninny
Pentateuch
Critic Roger
Bargains
Some hotel
employees
Egg-laying
mammal
Alternative

This month, the Murray
State community can witness
art from an outside - or
"inside"- perspective.
This month's Clara M.
Eagle Gallery , offering,
''Behind the Walls: Art in
Confinement," offers art
from an alternative source.
The exhibit features artwork from the Kentucky
State Penitentiary, Kentucky
State Reformatory, Luther
Luckett Correctional Complex and Green River Correctional Complex: a total of
more thun 120 piece~ by 27
inmates.
With limited material,
these largely self· taught
artists demonstrate the power
of creation through one of
their only remaining freedoms, the freedom of expression. Envelopes, match
sticks, toothpicks, pencil
shavings, potato-chip bags
and glue are various materials
used by the inmates.
Tonight at 7, the gallery
will host a reception with discussion by curator Craig
Bunting and commentary by
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57

fuel
Writer
J lentoff
Arizona city
Stephen and
Billy
City near
Provo
Curt negative
Platform
Normandy
town
Pro's oppo·
ncnt
Bakery
worker
Greek' lett~rs
Fighting
Tigers' sch.
NAfoTA participant

photo courtesy or Jim Bryant
Adam Ali's exhibit, ''9/11," showcases a combination of
mediums: pencil shavings. tobacco and a potato-chip bag.
criminal justice professor
Paul Lucko.
Jim Bryant, director of
University Art GalJcries. said
he sees positive energy coming from the exhibit.
"They have a gift of time,"
Bryant said.
In a statement Bunting said

there were many common
themes in the prisoners'
work.
''Traditional metaphors of
freedom, such as Steve Graham's ship, Billy Mclimore's
riverboats or Harry Shelor's
'Birds,'
are
common.''
Bunting said. "The tall gates

The Weekly Crossword
Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

TMSPuzzles@ aol.com
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WELL, I TRIED OUT
FOR THE PLAY.

closed behind them, and a
new creative awareness
began . ...
"The artists and inmates I
have chosen for this exhibition are all doing I0 years of
time or more. Almost half of
them have been sentenced to
spend the rest of their lives
behind bars."
"Behind the Walls: Art in
Confinement" is the first
offering ofthe semester in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Murray State's main art gallery,
located on the sixth floor of
the Fine ArtS Center.
After Murray, the exhibit
moves on to Louisville and
Morehead. Future exhibits
include Murray State's Biennial Alumni Exhibition,
Annual Holiday Art Auction
and "Folk Art from the
Spelvin Collection."
Also offered this semester
are two readings featurjng
poet Dana Levin and author
Kim Trevathan.
The Clara M. Eagle
Gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday from J to 4 p.m. Gallery
eventc; are free and open to
the public.

Chris Schweizer
"THE MIRACLE WORKER."

WHAT FOR? I FIGURE
I JUST GOTTA BUMP
INTO STUFF A LOT.

•wednesday
•Yearbook Pictures
Student portraits for
the Shield yearbook,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Curris Center Ohio
Room.
•Unity Day Buttons
Free photo buttons,
I I a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Curris Center rocking
chair lounge.
•SGA - Student Government Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•Unity Day March
Unity March, 6 p.m.,
meet in the Quad.

PROFESSOR HOBO

ProfessorHobo.com

..IUaTIN vouNo AND DAVID ROTHWI!LL

~----------------------~ r-------~~----~~--------~ r~/~S-T_H_A_T_~
__?__H_E_W_A_S-~-US_T__
D-RU_N_K-,---,r--I~W-O_U_LD~N-'~T~W-0-R~R-Y_A_B~O-UT----~
HIT HIM SOMETIME WHn.E HE'S
ASLEEP AND FORGET ABOUT IT.

IT AT ALL.
WHEW! I WAS SWEATING

REALLY? IT'S
NOTHING?

•thursday
• Yearbook Pictures
Student portraits for
the Shield yearbook,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Curris Center Ohio
Room.
•Cinema International - "0 Brother,
Where Art Thou?"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

l
I

IT! ESPECIALl-Y SINCE WE
HAD SEX AFTERWARDS!

arts & ent
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this· \veek.
•music
1. Dixie Chicks - " Home"
2. Eminem - "The Eminem
Show"
3. Avril Lavigne- "Let's Go"
4. Nelly - "Nellyville"
4. Clipse - ..Lord Willin "'
5. Coldplay - "A Rush of
Blood to the Head''
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Signs
Starring Mel Gibson
2. Big Fat Greek Wedding
Starring Joey Fatone and
Andrea Martin
3.XXX
Starring Vin Diesel
4. Spy Kids 2: The Island of
Lost Dreams
Starring Antonio Banderas
5. •"'ear Dot Com
Starring Stephen Dorff
Source: Associated Press

TV-11 adds to lineup
by Chris Schweizer
contrihuling

writ~r

With the end of Murray State's UPN affiliation last Sunday, the department of journalism and mass communications has authorized
more student-produced shows than ever.
'The UPN station was a way for MSU to
reach out to the community," Justin Young,
radiorrv graduate assistant from Paducah.
said. "Now we want to invest more in Channel I 1."
Young said the new format will help to
show what Murray State can accomplish on
its own.
··we want shows that people will want to
watch," Young said.
The first show of the new lineup is "Profile
MSU," a news program that airs Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 6:30 p.m. On Mondays and

Ne~

Potter and the Goblet of Fire'"
4. Nora Roberts - "Summer
Pleasures"
5. Nicholas Perricone - "The
Perricone Prescription''
Source: Associated Press

•web site
'W¥

*&* MFSH

www.msuracers.com
This site offers multiple forums
for students ro express themselves on a variety of topics,
including dorm life, Greeks
and sports. There is even a personal ~oapbox (W: general
rants. The site wa~ put up over
the summer and already has
over 240 members.

Since rock music'.s inception several decades
ago, it has sJowly_opened il'i doors to the masses.
Now Coldplay is trying to shut those doors again.
That is not to say the United Kingdom quartet's second major outing is bad. It is just harder
to get into than the standard chord-driven fare
available from most chart topping bands.
"A Rush of Blood to the Head" is a more
refined album than "Parachutes," the band's
debut album. Coldplay takes Radiohead's style
and makes it more melodic without sacrificing
the concept that music is at its best when it has no
meaning but what the listener gives it.
However, some listeners may regrel there is no
"'Yellow'" on "A Rush of Blood to the Head."
There is no singular moment on the album that
stands out as being radio-friendly: the album can
not be defined by any single song, but only as a
whole.
"Green Eyes" and "Whisper," the most likely
singles on the album, are the only songs under
five minutes. They also feature the easiest listening, least Radiohead-like sound. They are less
somber and more melodic than the rest of the
songs and may seem generic if judged without
the context of ihe remainder of the album.
"Waming.Signs" also has single potential and
is less generic than the shoner songs. Its melodies
do not dwell in simple chord progressions, and

Coldplay sounds more comfortable without the
mainstream restrictions for a good song.
The stripped-down anti-melodies on the album
never lose a step, and the album is both repetitive
and cohesive, depending on the angle from "hich
it is viewed. Each track sounds a little like the one
before while leaoing into the one after, forming a
progression that flows through the album.
The first track, "Politik," stans abruptly and
soundo; like it might boil over into a rock frenzy
at any second without ever doing so. As the
album progresses, the tension evaporates. By the
end. the band has taken the album full circle from
tension to despair. "'Amsterdam," the final tro~ck,
is a remorseful song that starts slow and builds to
a powerful ending to a mellow album.
The best tracks are somewhere in the middle.
"God Put a Smile Upon Your Face" is more
somber than melodic, but remains catchy despite
itself "Clocks," the best song on "A Rush of
Blood to the Head," is easy to compare to the best
of Radiohead, but powerful enough in its own
right to take the lorch as the be.st of Coklplay.
"A Rush of Blood to the Head" is not an album
for everyone. Coldplay has not gone out of its
way to make any amenities for the average listener. Chris Manin ·s vocals can border on whining. and the band can quickly go from a catchy
pop riff to a dis:>onant chorus without skipping a
beat.
On first listen, the album does not s~em special. It sounds like two or three songs that are

The sfdeu of Afpha. Omicron Pi
would fike to w·elcome our,
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• around town
Morray - Head over to the Stables
on the bottom floor of the Curris
Center tonight for Friday Night Live.
The Clarence Dobbins Band will be
playing at 8. Admission to Friday
Night Live is free and open to anyone.

•t hour drive
Rob Brown/The News

Paducah - The Maiden Alley Cinema is showing "13 Conversations
About One Thing" all weekend long.
The fiJm centers around the pursuit
of happiness through five interwoven
stories. Showtimes are tonight at 7
and 9:30, tomorrow at 4:30, 7 and
9:30 p.m. and Sunday at 2. 4:30 and
7p.m.

intended to sec radio play and a lot of tracks of
the band jamming. However. if given full attention, a coherent album forms that has a definite
shape from beginning to end. It is an album
meant to be listened to, not simply played in the
background.
If considered by its merits alone, Coldplay's
latest offering is u powerful album that flirts with
greatness by a hant.lthat wants to make music on
its own terms, not the industry's. However, if a
listener needs to judge it by the music of the
moment, "A Ru!.h of Blood to the Head" may
prove to be too differcmt to be popular, and that is
OK \\ith Coldplay.
Grade: 8+

• 2 hour drive
Nuh'rille - Go see hip-hop artists
Musiq and Ashanti at the John
Merritt Classic Concert. The concert starts at 7:30 tonight at the
Tennessee State University Gentry
Center. Tickets run from $20 to $25
and can be ordered by phoning
(615) 255-9600.

• hour drive
St. Louis - BasebaJl season is winding down, so now is your chance to
go see a St. Louis Cardinals game.
Tomorrow they take on the Chicago
Cubs at 7: lO p.m. The game will be
at Busch Stadium, and tickets can be
purchased by phoning the Ticket
Office at (314) 421-3060 or visiting
the Cardinals' Web site at www.stlcardinals.com.
I
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MSU'S HOMECOMING CONCERT ON SALE NOW!

-Rebecca Boyd
Kristen Larkins {~
Jenny Canaday Leslie Lyons
~
Carissa Chr1stian Rachel McNeil ·~
Sarah Clar~ ' Tera Murdock
....~
Megan Cooper~___--"____Andrea Nixon
~
Brandi Cravens laura Nixon
Kayla Cun~ngham. Meagan Rogers ·~
Pamela Finle~ · Kayla Rudolph ~
Megan Haverstock Sarah Schardin 'S
Natalie Hayden '":~,.:--lindsey_ St11~ ,..~
Brandy Herran ·· ·Kacee Stollcipher J~
Laura Holt
Jennifer lherland JD
Kendra Hurt
.• 4manda t
~
Ashley Lanham Kathryn ht {~

- - newe:st

....

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation. gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

albutn a cold play

staff writer

Qif'
3. J.K. Rowling- "Harry

Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m. the station teams up
with 'The Murray State News'' to produce
''The News on 11 ."
Charles Taylor's classic movie review
show, "Everyone's a Critic," will resume this
semester. There also will be a new program
showcasing student-made short films.
"5 Points," a "Politically lncorrect''-type
show, features a panel of students and professors engaging in discussions about local and
national news.
A cartoon version of the comic strip
"Professor Hobo" is scheduled to air within
the next few weeks, as is a new sports discussion show that will focus on both local and
national sports.
The department of journalism and mass
communications and Channel 11 encourage
students with program ideas to contact Jeff
Prater at 762-4662.

road trip

- - - - - - - - - - - -[CD Beviewj- - - - - - - - - - - -

by Michael Driver
1. Alice Sebold - 'The Lovely Bones"
2. Tom C lancy - "Red Rab-

9

mem~ berS,f),, f)

e Tribute
Can't Believe
Yourlya?
You Won't
kline Your lanl

The #I Beatles Show in the World!
Saturday, October 12 at 8:00pm
Regi onal Special Events Center
$10 MSU Students * $15 Non MSU Students
To char ge by phone call the RSEC Box Office at
270.762.5555
Pre sented by
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is looking for Red Hot sales reps.
Apply at The Murray State News
t st Floor Wilson Hall
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Turn off the radio!
A look at independent music and how to discover new bands
by Michael Driver
staff writer

Popular is not always better, especially when talking about bands.
Independent music hao; become a
source of music for those that may
not like the current mainstream
sound or just want to find the next
great band.
"1 get more into independent
stuff.'' Jason Hayden, senior from
Mayfield, said. "Everything (in the
mainstream) sounds the same.
They're trying to please a lot of people."
However. finding good independent acts can be tricky. Music-industry magazines, along with word-ofmouth. concerts and the Web, have
become some of the best sources for
finding independent music.
"Sometimes 'Rolling Stone' puts

in sections about smaller bands,"
Alison Wind:>or, sophomore from Hopkinsville,
said.
In fact, "Rolling
Stone" oflen runs features on up-and-coming
nets. "The Next Wave," a
series listing 10 bands the magazine's staff thinks will have a hit in
the next year, is run sporadically and
has been accurate in the past.
..Spin" and ''Vibe," the other
major music magazines. also give
coverage to stars on the rise. These
magazines, along with other smaller
magazines, make a convenient, but
narrow, list of independent music
that the industry buu says may be
more than just another album
review.
Word-of-mouth und concerts both
provide a more person~! way to find

independent music that suits th~ listener.
Bigger cities generally have more
music groups, and talking to friends
in bigger cities can lead to finding
new music. Windsor ~id.
The New York City music
scene gets most of the altention with independent
acts like the Yeah
Yeah Yeahs and 50
cent. However,
independent
music
can
be
found in a
city of almost
any size, even Murray.
House shows - smallvenue concerts - are advertised in most cities through fliers
and bulletin boards. They often take

place in small, crowded rooms with
a lot of noise and poor ventilation
and usually give the listener a chance
to hear severn! local bands for a
small cover fee in a unique atmosphere.
Searching the Web for pages
devoted to your favorite genre is
another way to find artists with a different sound, Hayden said.
The number of Web sites provid·
ing coverage of the independent
music scene is staggering. A good
place to start is a generalized music
site like ArtistDircct.com, HotBands.com, Comerband.corn or the
Web ~ite of a specific band or label.
"Different label Web sites, like
RoadrunnerRecords.corn, have a lot
of good bands on there," Brad
Woods. fre!-hman from
Kevil. satd.
Many sites provide

the user with the ability to preview
and purchase the music from the
comfort of a computer, while pages
like the "Rock Music Archives on
the Web" (http://www.scaruffi.com
/music/archives.html) provide long
lists of resources to those looking for
music on the Web.
Another way to listen 10 and discover music on the Web is through
the growing lield of Internet radio.
Services like RealPiayer offer a
ready-made list of possible stations
when you download the software,
anJ many radio ~lations around the
world have Internet access available
to their live content.
LAUNCHcast radio (hup:J/Iaunch
.ynhoo.com)
and
lnternetRadioSearch (http://www.songsearch
.net/netradio.html) list an array of
Internet radio stations providing
music from the mainstream to the

eclectic.
"I download (my music) off of
KaZaA," Sara Starling, freshman
from Hopkinsville, said.
Peer-to-peer sharing gained notorious popularity among college students during the height of Napster.
Now programs like KaZaA. Morpheus. iMesh nnd a number of
Gnutclla access programs like BearShan: allow users to traJe files,
although with questionable legality.
Even with all the ways to get independent music, most of it remains
underground. However. new independent acts such as Dashboard
Confessional continue to break
through everyday, and keeping track
of the independent scene through
magazines. word-of-mouth, concerts, the Web or any other method is
a good way to find the next big thing
before the person next door docs.
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CITGO
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Lough/The News

753-1554
753-1520

216 N.
15th St.

CITGO

Owned and Operated by .
Hugh and Sara Massey
OPEN 6 A.M. TO 10 P.M. EVERYDAY

Sat., Sept. 7th
Murr VeQas Allstars
9:~0 p.tn. s-s cover

I:NS1JR..A:NCE

\Ned., Sept. 11th

753-5842
wkyins@murray-ky.net

Karaoke at 8 p.01.
S2 cover

Welcome Back

Thurs., Sept. 12th

J

John Sutton Band
9:~0 p.01. S5 cover
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Sat., Sept. 14th

UNITY,DAY 2002
September 11
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Photo Buttons in the Curris
Center Rocking Chair Lounge
6 p.m.
Unity March-begins in the Quad;
concludes at Lovett Auditorium
where student representatives
from the SGA, RCA, BSC and
ISO will speak.
Sponsored by:

-!£flo- ~

''You're Back''
AND WE CAN'T WAIT
TO SEE YA!!!

P.. jones
9:~0

p.01.

s-s

cover

De I i very ( 1n- c icy) ...-!B
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I I!!!!
I I!!!!
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Mon . - Fri.
1. 1. a . m. - 3 p.m.
IPI(Illl

open Mon. - Sat.
Happy Hour Everyday
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
· $1 Domestic Draft
• $0. 50 off all drinks

Lunch auffec
Menu Available

11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Daily Breakfast 8 Lunch Specials

Home of the Bottomless Coffee Cup
and our famous 1/3 Lb. Burgers
Across from Wilson Hall on I Sth Street
Open Monday-Friday 7:30 am till 3:30 pm
Call-in Orders; 753-3406

.. ctieesy Potato soup
Chicken Fingers
.. Fresh Salads
- Pesto Pasta
- Dessert and much
more... 5.95

(IIIJ'lPilfcJ

Olllken Pot Pte
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Tournament welcomes punches, kicks
"(Tae kwon do) is a one-on-one sport. But
there are rules and guidelines ... You can't
break a guy 's nose - on purpose."
- JOHN WITHEE
third-degree black belt
by Erin Richards
assistam college life editor

Flying boards. smashed concrete and lethal weapons are just a
few visuals that may entice .students to attend the Martial Arts
America Open Tae Kwo n Do
Championship Saturday at the
Regional Special Events Center
(RSEC).
Tae K won Do Master Tung
Dinh of Mart1al Arts America, a
professional studio located on
Olive Street, is sponsoring the
event, which will run from II a .m.
to 5 p.m. Dinh
,expects
a
turnout of

about 200 contenders from Murray, Paducah, Louisville, Cincinnati and Tennessee.
" My goal is to promote the an of
tae kwon c.lo, especially now that it
is an official Olympic sport," Dinh
said. "T he tournament will have
competitions in form, J;parring,
breaking and weapon categories."
Tae kwon do, which means " the
way of kicking and punching" in
Korean. is a sport that emphasizes
the strength and correctness of
each physical maneuver. Participants gain points on a I-to- 10
scale from three form-judges who
scrutinize the quality of their
body positions.
Toby Pm ett, senior from
Fulton. is a strong competitor in the form competition,
Dinh said.
''Forms are very dynam ic," Pruett said. "A lot of
work a nd practice goes into
making the

I

moves very lluid. It's
a <.'om bat ballet."
Thi~ combat bullet
becomes more physica l in the
sparring competition, where two
competitors exchange blows to
deterrmne the fighter with the be~t
ski l ls. Dinh
admitted
• • • • • spa r ri n g

is probably the mo~t exciting competition for spel.:l:ttors.
"People like violence," Dinh
said . "We love contact. That's
why we watch racccars; we don't
just like to see them go 'round and
'round - we like to see them
crash."
John Withee, a Murray resident
and seven-year student of Dinh's,
believes it is the competitiveness
that auracts participants as well as
spectators to tac k won do events.
Withee also enjoys the form competition. but said the sparring category incorporates exciting offensive and defensive strategies.
"It's a one-on -one sport," :;aid
the third-degree black belt who
recently won the National Tae
Kwon Do Championship (includ·
ing the sparring competition) in
Detroit, Mich. "Bm there are rules
and g uidelines; it's not Like a fi.stfight out on the streets. You can't
break n guy's nose - on
purpose."
However,
breaking
solid objects
is encouraged in tae
kwon do competitions. granted the
objects aren't solidly fused
to a participant's body. Between
400 and 500 boards will be broken
during Saturday's event as judges
score each competitor's :.kill and
power.
Forget repetitive karate c hops tac k won do emphasizes intricate
and comp lex kicks in the breaking
competition as well.
Pruett said his most difficult
maneuver will be a double-scissors kick with wh ich he will hrcak

Karri Wurth!The News

Senior Brant Shutt from Murray punches an imaginary opponent (left) and smashes through a
board held by Adam Farley, senior from Metropolis, Ill., with a jump kick (above).
two boards simultaneously, ont•
with ~ach foot.
·•we'll see if it works,'' Pruett
said.
Brant Shutt, senior fro m Owensboro, also will attempt to break
two boards in one jump this weekend with a "jumping front snap
k ick followed by an axe k ick ,"
Shutt said some black belts step

up the difliculty in the breaking
category by s rnnshing through
concrete instead of wood.
In addition to breaking concrete,
black belts arc the only participants who compete in the we~pon
competition, during which the
artists shl>wcase their skills con·
trolling nunchakus. staffs and sais.
Although Pruett, Withee anc.l

Shutt said they were look ing forward to participating in the tournament, they all agreed the variety of
competitions within the tournament provide an interesting spectator -sport well worth the $5
admission charge.
Snid Pruett : •·Jt ll)()ks to be a
good competition and a great
source of entertainme nt."

Students ·logon to updated computer network
b y Adam L. Mathis
staff writer
Murray State's computer network will be upgraded
to improve student ~tccess and increase security.
Thomas Phillips, University LAN manager, said students will be required to logon by entering a usemame
and password bet<>rc usi ng Murray State computers.
The new system should be operational across c~1mpus
by next fall.
"Students have enough ... stuff to remember already,
so we're just trying to ease that burden a little bit and
control some of this stuff centrally," Phillips said.
The improvements also will allow .students to access

certain tiles from anywhere on campus, Phillips said.
"We've seen the nel'd coming for each student to
have their own indJvidual account to access technology resources," Ph illips said .
T he improvement does not 111cludc allowing ~tu 
dents to access programs registered on remote computers because of licensing nod technical issues, Phillips
said.
" It 's not going to be n roaming profile-type thing.
w here you've got exactly the same de..,k top no matter
where you go,'' Phillips said. "We can't do that just
because of the nature of teaching classes."
Brenda Ni"', director of the Kentucky Academy of
Technology and Education. said the education dcpan -

men! is within two weeks of using the logon procedure for classe:..
"What this does is allow us to mal\c a lot more..·
resources uvailable to our students than we have in the
past." Nix said.
The increased-security logons will allow students tu
save worl.: on Murray State's computers without fear of
tampedng. Nix said.
"Once this is implemented, and they're assigncu a
folder on the server, then they have one place that they
can save (school worl.;) ... and work on thai on a continuous basis." Nix said.
The logon system a lso will allow University officials to track improper usc of Murray State computers

back to the perpetrator, Phillips said.
"Even Wtlh our current ... MSU student logon, we
have ways ot identifying individuals, putting a person
at a keyboard ut a particu lar time and knowing who it
was, hut this will racilitute that process for us,''
Phillips said.
Improper use of the network includes using the networl\ for profit, intcn:epting network communications
(networl\ sniffing) and other "common-sense-type
stuff," Phill ips said .
Phillips .said the new logon procedure will not be
implemented on students' computers.
Said Ph1lhps: "Discussion exists for allowing studcnts in dorms to access \Vindows 2000 software."

SHERWIN-Wll..LIAMS
658A ~- 12TH STREET

759-8001
M·F 7:30am-7pm Sat. 8am-5pm
Sun 12pm-4pm
20% DISCOUNT TO MSU STIJDF.NTS

ASK HOW, ASK NOW,
ASK SHERWIN-WD.LIAMS

www. sherwin-williams.com

• BOOKS & COFFEE •
(Behind cracker Barrel)

Would like to invite you to an Open Mike Poetry
Reading. Participants will be reading poems, short
stories, or passages from longer works. Work must be
original. Sign up sheets will be available. The first
reading will be Mon. evening starting Sept. 9 at 7 p.m.
We offer a supportive non-judgmental atmosphere. If
you can play an acoustic instrument please bring it.

''Broke My Chain!''

Under 21 W elcome in Dining room.

No Problem
Broken chains, ring sizing or
loose stones...
See the Jewelry Repair Specialist 1....:.....-~

Nicole Rodnguez. was ktffed by a drunk driver whtle
walking next door to play wtth her friend.
What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to
Friends don't l et fr i ends drive drunk.

Mexican Food, Deli
sandwiches & BBQ
Happy Hour
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Mon. • Margarita Specials

-

TUes. • Beer Specials
Dart Tournament
Wed. • Well Specials
Thurs. • Live Music
•Under 21 welcome in
the dining room anytime ~ Red-ans &

.www.thenews.org

September !~1 b~~1~~;t!1~~!e Ya~aas All Stars
Corner of 1Oth & Arcadia · 759-8866
\
--~
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sports

sports editor: Chris ]ung
phone: 762-4·168

Secret recipe for
the success of
the Oakland A s
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Prior to tonight's game at Minnesota, the Oakland A's had
won 20 straight games and taken a commanding lead in the
fiercely competitive American League West Division. 10e reason why the A's (or any team) won 19 straight games can
always be described in one word -luck. Any streak that long is
a result of a little luck here and there: but the fact remains that
the Athletics are a very good team and a force to be reckoned
with come October.
Anmher thing that cannot be overlooked is that the A's, much
like the Minnesota Twins, are a small-market team forced to try
and compete wirh a very limited payroll. The fact that the A's
arc in the playoff hunt year after year flies in the face of what
Commissioner Bud Selig had to say about competitive balance
being the foremost issue in the baseball world and exposes him
m; a greedy, lying windbag who loves nothing more than the
sound of his own voice ... and new stadiums.
So, the question is. how do the A's manage to compete with
such a limited budget?
Step I -Don't rely on reputations.
There is a -;aying within the A's munagement: "In God we
trust: all others must have data." This is perhaps the biggest reason why the A's constantly lield a very cheap, very competitive
team. They take a scientific approach to studying a player's performance and do not overpay for overrated players. For
instance. you would not catch the A's spending millions of dol·
Iars to acquire a player like Raul Mondesi. whose reputation as
a goou hitter is not matched by his production. Mondesi is an
out machine who barely gets on base 30 percent of the time.
Instead. the A's will spend this off-season signing long-term
deals with young players who have not yet reached their potential. Then other teams will watch in amazement as these young
players blossom into superstars within a few years.
Step 2- Forget about batting averages.
Here's a fact that is known to just about everyone other than
baseball announcers and most bao;eball managers: batting averages don't really matter. l)lat is to say. batting averages don't
give an accurate representation of a player's offensive production. The fact is that a .300 hitter who hits for no power and
never walks is not at all a valuable offensive contributor. Onba-;c percentage and :;lugging percentage are both more valuable t<X)ls for determining a player's value. and the A's know
this. They are aware of a stat culled OPS, which is on-base percentage. They also study more complicated and advanced stats
Sports Talk such as equivalent average, which also is
a good way to show a player's total
value. Many of these concepts remain
foreign to people who remain in on- and
off-field management of Major League
Baseball. and as long as they do, the A's
will continue to be kings of the smallmarket teams.
Step 3 - No chemistry majors.
You may hear an announcer or a
manager drone on about how cl;lernistry
wins games. Well, I'll let you in on a
secret- it doesn't. Hitting, pitching and,
to a lesser extent, defense win games.
The A•s of the 1970s won three
World Series in a row, and they HATED
NICK
each other. All of the San Francisco
t
BATTS
Giants hate Barry Bonds, but when he
h.
l The
A'S hiLS 60 horne runs and draws 200 walks a
year, so what?
will contin- ' . The fa~t is. hi~ting will get y~u vic~
tones. Chemtstry w11l get you a wtfe (or
ue to domi- husband).
Step 4 - Don•t lake high schoolers.
nate, even
1 once threw a three-hit shutout in
high school. Who cares, you ask? Well,
without the I don't care, and it sure doesn't qualify
~
me to pitch in the majors or the minors.
resources However,
some teams insist on drafting
Bud Selig players right out of high school. This
has been proven over and over again to
~laims any
be one of the biggest risks -and usually
one of the biggest blunders- a team can
team needs make. For every Kerry Wood there are
to con1pete." hundreds of good arms out of prep
school who never make it past AA ball,
yet teams still shell out good money for
these huge risks while ignoring good college players who have
been proven safer investment<>.
Step 5- Young players get better; old ones don't.
This may seem to contradict what 1 just said about highschool players. but I don't mean THAT young. There is a rea• son why the A's probably won't be in the market for Fred
McGriff this off-season. lnsteau, the A's wiU give what little
~ money tht.:y have to y'oung players like Eric Chavez (25), who
• is already good and should become even better as he gets a lit: tie older.
Step 6- Have a plan.
• The A's believe in the things they have listed, and they make
• everyone in their organization believe it. It starts at the top with
:General Manager Billy Beane and filters down to the coaches.
; managers and players throughout the organization. If you are a
; young minor leaguer with the A's and you don't believe taking
\Nalks will make you a more productive player. then you will
either start to belteve it or be shtpped to another organization for
a player who docs, and that other player will end up in the bigs
while you langui~h in the bush leagues.
Until thc.,c ideac; filter throughout the rest of the baseball
.. world, the A's will continue to dominate, even without the
resources Bud Selig claims any team needs to compete.
• Nirk Batt.\ is a staff writer fnr "The Murray State News.,.
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Apparently someone forgot to
tell the Memphis Tigers how the
story of David and Goliath ends.
Last Saturday. the underdog
Murray State Racer football team
kicked off its 2002 season with a
52-6 loss to Memphis at the Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium. An
announced crowd of 29.964 looked
on as Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
and the Racers struggled against a
potent Tiger offense that produced
522 total offensive yards.
"First off, you have to give a lot
of credit to Memphis," Pannunzio
said. "They're certainly better than
I anticipated, but I don't think we
played the game that we're capable
of playing."
The Racers dropped their secondconsecutive season opener despite
rushing for 210 yards and forcing
four Tiger turnovers. all recovered
fumbles . Junior quarterback Stewart Childress, who was 13-24 with
75 passing yards, was outmatched
by his counterpart Danny Wim• prine, who passed for 245 yards
and set a Memphis single-game
record with five touchdowns.
"It seems like our passing game
is one that goes sideline to sideline,
and that's not where the end zone
is," Pannunzio said. "We need our
passing game going vertically, and
that's something we will work on
throughout the season."
Memphis used a no-huddle
offense on its opening drive and
scored with II minutes remaining
in the first quarter. A 50-yard field

srory by

photos by

Chrlsjung

Ryan Brooks

goal that bounced off the crossbar
and through the uprights gave the
Tigers a J0-0 lead to end the fust
quarter, and they never looked
back.
"I really felt like we never got
our feet planted on defense all
night," Pannuozio said. "We were
on our heels all night. and we never
were in a position to make a play."
Offensively, the Racers were
most effective on the ground.
Senior running backs Mario Riley
and Billy Blanchard, senior wide
receiver Marcus Christon and
sophomore running back Ulysses
Odoms combined for 30 carries. lt
was Childress. however, who was
responsible for the lone Racer
touchdown.
After three consecutive carries
and a reception by Odoms, Childress lunged at the end zone and
stuck the ball over the goal line
before being pushed back by a
swarm of Tiger defenders. With.a
failed extra-point attempt, the Racers headed to the locker room trailing 24-6.
The second half included more of
the same for MSU as Memphis
poured on the offense to earn four
more touchdowns.
A bright spot for the Racers was
senior punter Brian Bivens. who
owns the record for highest punting
average in a season. The senior
punted the ball eight times for an
average of 42.9 yards per kick,
keeping the Tigers in check and in
their own territory throughout the

game.
For the game, the Racers accumulated I 0 penalties for 86 yards
and were 3-of-14 on third·down
conversions.
The Racers do not have a game
Saturday, giving them an extra
week to prepare for their home
opener against Southern Illinois
Sept. 14.

Murray State sophomore running back Ulysses Odoms runs
upfield in a losing effort for the Racers. Odoms carried the ball five
times and gained 40 rushing yards for the game .

Women's volleyball 'sticks to basics' at Utah
by Amanda lee
assistant sports editor
The Murray State vo!Jeyball team managed to pull
out its first win of the season in lac;t weekend's Utah
Classic.
The Racers began the tournament in a match against
the 12th-ranked Pacific Tigers. MSU beat Pacific 3025 in the second game and led most of the fourth game,
but lost the match 3-1.
"We came out and we played traditional Murray
State volleyball," senior ouL-;idc hitter Sara Schmitt
said. "We played horrible the first game."
The Racers lost the frrst game 30-17, but pulled
together by the end of the match, losing the fourth
game 33-31.
Although the Racers played strong under the leadership of iLo; seven seniors, the team was unahle to con·
tain Pacific and its two-time All-American Jennifer
Joines, who had a game-high 27 kills.
Senior outside hitter Lindy Northcutt led the Racers
with L8 kills and 20 digs against the Tigers. Freshman
setter Nikki Wong ulso had a double-double with 40
a'isists and 11 dtgs.
The Racers were nO( as competitive against the hoM
team, 13th-ranked Utah. The Utes defeated the Racers
3-0, making over twice as many kills as MSU.
"We played them tight all the way through the first
game," Head Coach David Schwepker said. ''Then we
just fell ap:trt."
The Racers lost by only three points in the first game
against Utah, but the team wa-; defeated 30-6 in the
third game .
"Tbat was the biggest disappointment: the quitting,"
Schwepker said.
Schwepker said he was impressed with the team's
performance in Salt Lake City.
"We happened to oo playing two of the top team~ in

Women's VolleybaH
Standings

the nation," Schwepker said.
Although the Utah game was somewhat disappointing for the Racers. the team wa'i able to pull together
against a strong New Hampshire team to earn its lir~t
win of the season.
"J was really impressed with New Hamp:;hire,"
Schwepker said.
Several players stepped up for the Racers against
New Hampshire, with freshman outside hitter Paige
Sun leading the team in kills. Wong earned her second
double-double of the weekend with 52 assists and 13
digs.
.
Schmitt, who contributed 11 kills and five digs in the
game against New Hamp.-.hire, said she is thrilled aJier
how well the Racers competed in the Utah Clao;~ic.
"I was excited how well we diu against the other
teams," Schmitt said. "We know we're only going to
get better.''
The team wao; led in the tournament by Northcutt,
who earned a spot on the All-Tournament Team with
47 kills and 36 digs. Schwcpker said the honor was
encouraging for the team.
"We just want to build upon that," Schwepker said.
"Our whole team is getting smarter."
Schmitt said the experience of the seniors. combined
with the strong performances of the underclas~rncn,
should lead to an exciting season for the team. She
added that she predicts an Ohio Valley Conference title
from the Racers this season.
''I'm looking forward to winning a conference
championship," Schmitt said. "I know we have the
team and the experience. We have the equipment.''
Schwepker said after competing so well against
nationally ranked teams, the Racers should be prepared
for conference play.
''The girls did an OUL'\tandingjob.'' Schwepker said.
·•1 think the girls have a lot of confidence in them·
selves.''

Major League Baseball
Standings

Major League Baseball
Standings

SEMO
Tennessee· Martin
Eastern Illinois
Murrny Stillt!
Tenncss('e State
Eastern Kt'nlucky
Tenness~c Tech

1·0
1-0
0·1
0·1
0·1
0-1
0·1

SEMO
Murray State
Tennt.>S~ Tech
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee-Martin
Austin Peay
Morehead State

Overall
2·0
2-0
1·0·1
1-l
l-1
0·1

0·1

Eastern Ulinois
Austin Pcay
Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
Morehead State
SEMO
Tt'nnes~ State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech

OveraU
2·1
1-2
1·2
1·2

1-3
1·3
Q-2
0-3

0·3

l:.i.:al

CD

Atl•nbl
(1111·!10)
l'luladelplua (69·6'1)

19

Montr81

Florida
~York

(69·70)
(bS-70)
(1>)-74)

20
245

San !Mgu

(78·611
(7U5)
(b7·72)

~5

~n.l
l..m A11~tth'S
San Fnnci>co

w.taL
Sl Louis

HOUSIOO
CtncJJUU~ti

1"1thl>urgh (~1 ·7'!1)
Chtcogo
(fiO·Hil)
M•lwaul<a• (~<Ill)

II
17.5
IHS
214~

Murray Stute st'nior outside hitter Sara
Schmitt practice after MSU women•s \·olfeyhall 's first win Sunday at the Utah Cla-;sic.

Major League Baseball
Standings

Americun League
~
Ari.W11A
(!16-~)
l..os Angel.,• (81•58)
S.ro F"'ncbco (7S.59)
Color~dQ
(62-77)

19.5

Schwepker said the tournamclll allowed him to see
where the team is right now ami what needs to be
\\Orked on.
"We're sticking to the bao;ics," Schmitt s:ud. "We're
sticking to passing and sctving. which are going to be
the two main clements of our gan1e."
The Racen; will continue tournament play this weekend at the Saluki/Be:-t Inns Invitational hosted by
Southern Illinois.

Major League Baseball
Standings

Nutional League
Overall

"It's really worked out good that
we have an ,open week," Pannunzio
said. "We can go ln1ck to the fundamentals and reteach everything
we"ve been doing, and it should
make u<; a better football team."
Th-.: Racers are off this weekend
and will wckomc the Southern Jllinois Salukis at 4 p.m. Sept. 14 at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
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Men's and women's cross
country start season running

The women's soccer team got off to a
great start this past weekend by beating Belmont 6: 1 and Indiana State 3-2 in overtime.
All of our players are playing well. The
roots of this good start go back to our preseason. The players came in focused and
ready to work hard.
It has been a pleasure to see the maturity
and growth of the players we started with
two years ago.
This team is very deep. We are at least two
deep at every position. All of our players
were starters and stars in high school and
club.
Those whom we asked to come off the
bench struggled with that in the begi nni ng
of the program, but now the players off our
bench are very good and have accepted their
roles. Without our bench, we are not 2-0.
Our depth i~ unique in women's soccer
and will be a major weapon as we go
through Ohio Valley Conference play.
Our coaching staff wants to thank E.W.
Dennison and his staff for all their support.
The coaches also wish to thank our boosters
and fans. We have won 85 percent of our
home games.
We have a huge home-field advantage
thanks to our crowds. Most of all, we want
to thank our players for their hard work.
We ask a lot of them. and they deliver.
Come to the game today at 4 p.m. and help
us beat Western ill inois.
Sincerely,

-

ovc Action
Footbll Scores

The men's cross country team
opened the 2002 season with a win at
the King Cat Invitational in Memphis,
complemented with a second-place
finish from the women's team.
Senior runner Ryan Davis led the
Murray State team with a second-p l.-.c~
finish out of 54 runners. He finished
the four-mile cou rse w ith a time of
21:30.99. Close behind were sopho·
more
teammates
Tim
Bradley
(21 :38.07) and Brandon Lancaster
(21:55.57) and junior Jeremy Burkeen
(21 :43.71).
The women's team finished second
behind Rhodes College in the fourteam event.
Freshman runner Heather Vincent
was the top finisher for MSU in the
women's two-mile course with a time
of 12:33.14. Also finishing in the top 10
of 38 runners were fre!>hmen Megan
Walker-Rkhards (12:34.24) and Lauren
Wilson (12:46.67).
The cross country teams wil1 host the
MSU Invitational on Sept. 14 in Murray.

Aug. 29
liT-Martin 19
SWBa~18

, SEM042
UAM41

Bowling Green 41
T11J 7
Oregon St. 49

EKU10
Aug. 31

Hawaii 61
EIU 36
SC St. 26

TSU20
Memphis 52
MSU6
Volleyball Scores
Aug. 30
BuUer 3

APSUO
Toledo 3
EIU 1

Reedy earns OVC Player of the
Wee~ honors for tourney play

Mississippi 3

EKUO

Theresa Reedy, sophomore forward
for the women's soccer team, came off
an impressive weekend of play to be
named Ohio Valley Conference Soccer
Player of the Week.
Reedy helped the Racers defeat Indiana and Belmont in the Southeast
Tournament. She scored three goals,
including the game winner against
Belmont, and recorded one assist as
the team won its first matches of the
season.
As a freshman, Reedy was an A li OVC Second Team honoree as w~-?11 ns
OVC Play~r of th<' Week.

Golf teams looking to seniors
as the new season kicks off
The women's golf team will play in
' the College of Cha rleston Unl imited
Potential/Bay Tree Classic today
through Sunday . The team should face
a challenge un the 33-team field, the
largest in collegiate golf this season.
Head Coach Velvet Milkman s~id
'
:;he will be depending on the experience and consistency o f re turn ing

Moman.

st. 3

Morehead 2

ISU 3
Morehead 2
Padflc 3

MSU 1
Ryan Brooks/ fhe News

Murray State senior defensive tackle Cedric Harden and junior linebacker Bobby
Sanders look on as Memphis' Darron White makes one of his eight catches. White also
scored a touchdown as the Racers dropped their season opener at the Uberty Bowl.

Arkansas 3

SEM01
California 3
UTMO
San Jose st. 3

UTMl
seniors Stcphnnic Baskey and Kelly
Wren.
The men's team is counting on the
leadership of lone seninr Brandon
Henson as it plays in the Dr. Monroe
Harris Interco llegiate Tournament
Monday and Tuesday. The 1\)urnamcnt is host<.•d by Southensl Missouri
State.
· ··
'
'
Head Coach Eddie Hunt said he will

ARE YOU HUNGRY...

look for good play frum younger players such as sophomu.rc Blake Darnt'll,
who. finished 13th at the Ohio V.11lcy
Conference Championship during his
fre~hman season.

Sports Briefly is cvmJiilt•c/ by assistant
sporb t•clitvr Amanda l.1'e.

Charfeston 3
T11J 0

BC3
TllJO

Sounle:

OVCsports.cam

Tbe Iaazes OF Alp~~ s~qma Alp~a would like To
welcome The lovely q~Jd.s zn The Fall 2002 class:

FOR SOMETHING MORE?

Mankind was born with the need for a relationshipwith our creator. We invite you to explore your
relationship with God with us. We are a small, country church with a long and richtradition. Although
we are not large inmembership, we are great in the spirit. If you are hungryfor the WORDandlooking
for your churchaway from home, come and worshipwithus.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
YOU CAN ONLY BE A VISITOR ONCE!

Wouldyou like a ride? Our church van is parked outside Regents Hall every Sunday morning at 10:30
a.m. Or you can call us at 753-8721 or 435-4478
If driving, we are located only 3miles from campus. F~om Murray, take HWY 121 N. to
Roy Graham Rd. Turn right and follow to the end.
Rev. Terr Vasseur, Pastor

New&: Used Items
No Reasonable Offer Refused!
• Movies $1 &: Up
• Stereos

• Playstatton 1 &: 2

• Jewelry
• CD's $ 2 &: Up
• Guitars

Jodi Martin
Lacey Porter
Ashlee Rogers
Elizabeth Rose
Kristen Rose
Leah Sallee
Karlssa Schalk
Kate Sigel
Jill Starkey
•
NataHe·West
Allison Westmoland
Kacey Wilson
Tiffany Wilson
Emily Woods
Ashlynn Young

• Computers $100-$600

• CD PLAYERS 89.95 &: UP •

• DVD's

Lindsay Barner
Jo Beth Borowiak
Karl Borowiak
Angela Bottoms
Camilla Buckingham
Constance Carter
Candice Cochrum
Christy Cowan
Kyla DeHay
Joanna Gordon
Kristen Gunderson
Erin Heltsley
Keri Kemper
Laura Lyons
Magen Marksberry

• Knives

Printers

• Car Stereos &: Speakers

Con~Mnd.anons,

laazesi We love you an3 we'~ so
p1Wua TO call you OUX SlSTeJtS.

• Anlps

• Gun•

• VCR's $ 19.95 &: Up

• TV'a

• Playstatlon games

• Power tools

• Scanners

• Dorm Refrigerators $59 &: Up

•

Mic rowaves $29.95

a: Up

A~A

*Lay-Away Plans Available*
..

'

sports
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Women's soccer sweeps tournament
by Seth Combs
staff writer
T he Murray State women's soccer team rolled off two straight .season-opening victories for the fi rst time ever this past weekend at the
Southeast Tournament in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
On Aug. 30, the Racers opened the season with a 6- 1 rout of Belmont. Sophomore forwards Kristin Robertson and Jackie Thomas fin ished with two goals each.
"We needed to come out and win that game," Robertson said . " It
sets the stage for the rest of season."
Rounding out the scoring for MSU were sophomore forward Theresa Reedy and freshman forward Mary Rybicki.
T he Racers built upon the strong start against Belmont in Sunday's
game against Indiana State. The Sycamores proved more difficult, but
MSU pulled out a 3-2 victory with an overtime goal by freshman midfi elde r Lisa Pfeiffer with 2 1 seconds remaining.
" It was a corner kick," Pfeiffer said. 'They tried to get a foot on it.
and I j ust got it in."
Last weekend marked the first time in MSU soccer' s short history
that the team won the first two games of the season. After a strong
preseason, last weekend's success was no surprise to the players and
coaches.
"We knew we were going to be good ," Head Couch Mike Miniclli
said. "We' re going to score a lor of goals. We can get a little bcller
defensively. We're working on making the defense nasty."
Reedy was named the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week
for her performance in those games.
''I'm not really sure how they decide that stuff, but it 's really ~~
compliment," Reedy said.
Expectations for the season also are high among the players and
coaches.
'
··w e are beuer prepared (this year)," Minielli .said. "We're not dealing with as many injuries, and the maturity factor of o ur junior class
has been important. They are leading by words and examples."
T he Racers play their home opener at 4 p.m. today against Western
Illinois and play at 1 p.m. Sunday against preseason No. 14 Tennessee. The game will be an early season test for the Racers, who said
they feel up to the challenge.
''They (Tennessee) went to the NCAAs last year," Pfeiffer said .
" It's exciting to play a big school, and everyone will give Ito percent."

Jenny Hahn/fhe> News

(Above) Mur~y State freshman midfielder
Julie Potter prepares to strike a ball v.hile
scrimmaging during the team's v.orkout.
(Right) Murray State sophomore defender
Erin Blackman practices in preparation for
the women's soccer team's home opener at 4
p.m. today against Western nlinois UniH~rsity.
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[0 !CAL
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C~hms a\'3Ual.>lc Will divide CaD owncr

I 270.7344!53.
KE."rnJCKY· I In II>.OcJO ac·s lx-o~otiful
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'1-lfllll!l ~~ $~0<1 tlown. $lOS momh
<lPJlll"Cd Willi down I'·•Ym<'nt, nu..i'.ll ·
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Classified Rates
I

2 5 <' per word for ttw fir.."t
20 words.
20~ each addil ton,ll word .

Bold Face "l"ype:
$ 1 r>•·r lin~·

Attention

~ecue rs

'l.T 'l.T - - $1
ilflnlm u m (, harg.• S I

Classlfteds J.)cadline Is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance•.
CAU 762-44781

Want to build your resum.e with real experience?
The M urray State News is hiring sal es representatives and ad production workers for this
semester. If you are hardworking, persistent, and can meet deadlines please apply at Tire Murray State News
office, first floor Wilson Hall. All majors are acc~pted.

'
ONE ROOMMATE LIKES KARATE FLICKS.

I I

THE OTHER LIKES SAPPY ROMANCES.
WHAT DO YOU LIKE?

MURRAY
AUTO SPA

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

<")

C!C

Touchless Automatic
with Spot-Free Rinse

MSU Student Discount
10% OFF with MSU 1.0.

• 5 Self-Serve Bays
• Credit Card Access
~J on Automatic Washers
turtle wax • Quality Above All

i~

E
t1

Monday- Thursday: 10:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday: 10·30 a.m. - 10.30 p.m.
Sunday: 10:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

(~"''

"Your Car's Gonna Love Ya!"

,...-}

(next to Radio Shac~

(f?J

1530 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray
(West of Ryan's)

~ ~"--C"'\~;:;--~

A non-pforit agency In
Murray need• band• with
a good h eart t o help
drum up voluntee.-. on
campu!l. Perf ormance
will be Oct. 4 .
Help provide ray• of hopei
Call 1-BDD- 9 i!B -7i!73

C2002 Blockbuster Inc.

lt

I:h1"1• '1"1 ij ij I j ij I Q

fo r m o re Information .

Located inside
Wai-Mart.

-~C~~r:r_,-:J ~

EVERYDAY
VALUE MENU

89~

Crtspy'Dteo
Tostada
Churro Dessert
Bean Burrito
Taco Burger
Beef Softshell 'Oleo
Smalf Potato 01~..
Retried Beans
Mexican Rke

99~

16-oz. Drt.nlt

99~

no.

~'E.\TilER AND LMlRGENCY r<•p;:l!rs (I(
harm, houses a nd ft'li:IR<.::i Cnll \\OO<J.
ford llro:;. Inc for ~lr:l!ghlcn•ng, lc:n:lm~~o
und Jouncbtfon rt'Jllllr.i Frt'\' <."ollr'n:rles 1·
ll()().()kJ-8am,
www. I R()(} Old ·

Ali.>Uil'I<II ·AIIIJ\'CIIC • Comlm·l'OI ·~crcvt·nr

1919 l"XI . KY,3602.

2 .ll~l$1\9,9<,k1,

wraparound
c.tc..•.,:k,
in
~ur~cuu.'\
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tlc:s. 1!7. rtnancing, Cull

MLDICARlc I'A11EN'J'S l!SI~G lNllAlEitS

Aztll:K<II1 · Hovc:nl .rnJ Oth<'f' IIA•·lng
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IIO~tr.
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·Unexpected explosion causes blackout

Enrollment:

by Kyser Lough

Murray State makes
. 'Kiplinger' n1agazine
top 100 ranking list

college life editor
Alarm clocks all over Murray
were reset to a blinking ''12:00"
early Wednesday tnMning as the
entire city was plunged into darkness for a little over an hour.
"The main ~ubstation that feeds
Murray and part of Calloway
County had a piece of equipment
that basically exploded and
knocked out power to the station:·
Tony Thompson, general manager
of Murray Electric System. said.
Thompson said lhc piece of
equipment exploded because of
age.
" We couldn't tind any reason
that would have caused it," he
said.
When the equipment exploded,
power w:l'> knocked out for all of
Murray, cast portions of Calloway
County, Ha7el and the New Concord area. The power was out from
I to 2:15a.m .
Elizabeth
College
resident
Cindy Hyers, sophomore from
Louisville, was asleep when the
power went out. She said she woke
up when her fan stopped working

From Page 1
efforts.
"Murray State has always
been, many years, this outstanding institution that no
one knew about," Robertson
said.
"One
pub I ication
referred to it as a hidden
jewel . More and more people
know what Murray State is
a ll about, that it stands for
high-quality education a t
affordable pricing."
Robertson said the University's latest ranking of 40th
on .. Kiplinger" magazine's
Top 100 Values in Public
Colleges. placing Murray
State above institutions such

JS

as the Umversity of Kentucky and Purdue University,
also will be an incentive for
future students.
"It reflects on the academk qunlity, the affordability nf
the institution, the campuslife program," Robertson
said . " It' s just another indi cator o f our quality. When
employers and grad schools
look at the Murray State
d iploma, this will be another
indica tor of the quality of the
education that our ~tudcnts
arc receiving. It makes the
degree that much more marketable."

and heard a guy yelling on the
floor below her.
"I got up, grabbed my cigarettes
and went outside," Hyers said.
Because of the lack of lighting
all throughout Murray. Hyers said
she was able to sec the sky much
beucr than usual from campus.
"The first thing 1 noticed was
how bright the stars were; then I
saw a shooting star," Hyers said.
Other students were caught in
less-than-pleasant situations when
the power went out.
"I was• in the bathroom when it
happened," Mike Vaughn, sophomore from Danville, said. "I was
reading 'Stuff magazine and then
the lights started flickering."
With the bathroom completely
pitch-black, Vaughn had to cope
with the darkness.
·•y used an entire roll of toilet
paper, because you can't be too
sure with the lights off, so I have
no idea what ' s going on with the
cleanliness," Vaughn said.
Most of the stud~nts who were
still awake found their way outside
the residential colleges where they
waited patiently for the power to
come back on.

Fraternity members drove around
promoting a party, and an
impromptu game of hide-and-goseek was organized . Hopeful
shouts of ..No class tomorrow!"
could be heard ringing through the
dark ness. Police cars were more
visible on campus, keeping an ,eye
out for anyone trying to take
advantage of the power fai lure.
As for attendance in class o n
T hursday, Don Robertson , vice
president of Student Affairs, said
there is no ofticial policy on power
outages, so attendance was ' lcft to
professors. The power outage reset
plug-in ularrn clocks. which could
cause students and faculty to nccidenta lly s leep longer and miss
class.
" I would say 99.9 percent of professors would see this as quite different th an sleeping through
(class)," Robertson said. " I think it
is just an expectation that everyone
would be reasonable, look at the
situation, look at the circumstances"
and act as a prudent individual."
T he power outage not only had
an impact on students, but local
24-hour businesses were ;tffected
as well, includ ing Briggs & Strat-

ton and Hardees.
Penny Ainlcy-Russell, manager
of Hardees, was working during
the power ouwgc.
"It was really weird." AinleyRussell said. "Usually the power
tlickers on and off, hut lust night it
was total darkness."
The only customer traftie during
the blackout was two cars of students wanting to know if they were
giving away any excess food that
might be going bad.
"College students arc always
looking for a break," Ainley-Russell said.
Ainley-Russcll said the outage
left Hardees completely shut down
without fryers or. a grill. Luckily,
no one was waiting for food when
the power went out.
"I've been in 1he restaurant business for a long time. aniJ I've never
had anything like thil> happen,"
Ainley-Russcll said. "I learned a
lesson about taking electricity for
granted."

News editor Marci 01\'t'n ami staff

writer Adam MathiJ did additional
reporting for this .Hnry.

GO KROGERING POR VOUR••• PLUS BDIIUSI

;~::!i!. ..!~!iQ:!'ul~-:~~i·- ·
:.0~!~-.I.O!F =.-::=::::r-~~&fl ~~==---'-tO! ~:===--_to...
THEN... USE YOUR DISCOUNT BETWEEN SEPT. 23RD AND OCT. fSTH, 2002 ON AN ORDIR OF YOUR CHOICII
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USE 'lOUR KROO~R PLUS CARD AUGUST 21"THROUOit SEPTEMBER 17'" AND RECEIVE THE FOLLOW1NQ DISCOUNTS ON ANY ONE OAD£R Oft 'lOUR CHOICII'AOU
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VIdeo Super St:ore
Marw of YOUr favorite classics & new releases!

GENERAL MILLS

$

~r~REAL

112 OZ.)
• Cinnamon Toast Crunch

• Over 3.000 DUDs in stock!
• New arrivals weeklY.
114 N. 12th St. tJCPaSb<JNtc.rJ 153-1610

(140L)

• Cheerlos
(15oz.)

Uae your Kroger Plua

•

• Honey Nut Chex

when you pureheae partlclpa11ng products ...

(15.25~.)

~~~~~

-~o@I [M~~,

OPP

Ta nn ing & Storage Aentol

KROGER
ORANGE JUICE

LIMIT 1
PER ORDER

UP I'D .2.00 1/IU.U.

Hours

Mon. ·1burs.
8

Msu Stuients
tO% discount off tanninS! Packa!!es
and lotions with MSU 1.0.

a.m.- 9 P.m.

A'i. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 8 P.m.
Closed~

"""'V}>t
..

*;:.liJ

•

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

on
MOUNYAIN

BETTY CROCKER
HELPERS

o•w; YUPt

H ........, Reg., Diet

BONELESS
HALF
PORK LOIN

lUNA, CHI(l(l N ·Ot- HAMIURGIIt
(S to 11 oz. pkg.)

·o,..Cofftoinefree
(f.2 PACIC/1 2 o•. coni)

$

SPECIALTY
POTATOES
IlTTY CltOCKlR
OL pkg.)

(4.6 to 1.2

14>1111ilro

·

. ~· '..:·

88

•
•

lb.

•

" ... ~...

~.

•

:

.

.

-~

-

~C.....

s2gg I~ro.N

IUTTIRfLY ._. THICK CUT

Fom•lr Pok

1:1

sTEAKs

s289

lb.

great band.
great people .

W't"C..,

II

BONELESS
PORK CHOPS

-

KROGER
TOASTER TREATS
&Count

reaL great. church.

(14.6o&.boA)

oo ch

lb.

f

..
I

jij)/~~t."
e-.~

KEEBLER
COOKIES &
CRACKERS Wl••c•·•
I'UU. 1.111• IUU.ll

FRESH
BROCCOLI

IIUU. 1.111• IUU.ll

JIMMY DEAN
SAUSAGE
(1 6 o:r.) Roll
(9.S o~:.) Links

-or· Po"io1

OSCAR MAYER
LUNCHMEATS
Selected Va riotioa
(I lb. pkg.)

•

•

BETTY CROCKER
SUPER MOIST
CAKE MIX
- ·....

~~~

500/oOFF

SHANK HALF
HAM

II

PILLSBURY
CRESCENT ROLLS

GREEN GIANT
VEGETABLES

Original ·or• RedU<od fot
(I oz. con)

Set.cted Vorietie1 f roun
(9 to 10 box)

IIEGULAR RETAIL

~$197
liiB

\

PROGRESSO
SOUP

;o:3:TuRT
(1 8

KROGER.
COFFEE
,,.mlurn, Sllpreme - · Select
(34.5 to 39 oa. con)

lb.

a4 ..s5

2
iii

YOPLAIT EXPRESSE

Selected Varieties
(18.5 to 19 o:r. con)

each

!~
2 for~~~
SA
I:J

¢

MASH Low Solt

$299

-e...

II

each

OL

pkg.)

NESTLE SINGLE
CANDY BARS
Selected Va riotioa
(1.4 to 2.1 o z. bor)

iili

.

$~
for

5 $1
for

..

WI DcMiblllkiiiUfoctUrtrl "Cifltl OW COUpoftl
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